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INT?ODUOTION
In the second half of the sixteenth century, when
the first Shekespeareen plays were performed, European
medicine was still suffering from medieval superstitions,
but was striving for raticnal methods of thought.

The

Elizabethan lige marked the beginning of a distinctive
trend of British medicine, which can be traced through
the work of Physicians who bridged the "gap between ecclesiastical dogma and classic learning," thus laying the
foundation of "true science."1

',.1though these scholarly

physicians 1--1-1c1 a bro,d culture, they held a narrow view
of the experimental method of medicine.

They sought to

understand medical science throah texts of such ancients
as Galen Instead of through observation of the effects of
diseases and medicines in the human body.
The English physicians of Shakespeare's time had just
begun to detach themselves from monks, apothecaries, and
barbers throuGh the College of Physicians, created by
Henry VIII in 1518, an organization whose authority was

-"Britain and Eedicine,"
VII (October, 1963), p. 124.

Zedical Newsma.:azine,

1
eit.vi 'if. vitiV. LIU.

recoLnized.

Although there were many quackl-_, also

practiced physic
called "mountebanks" and "empirics," who
dc::trac—
and Eur_ery to the "grievous hurt, damage, and
the
tion" of many who were not capable of discerning
2
the genuine ::;lizabethan
"uncunning from the cunninf ,"
respected
physician was a man of .::ood standing and was
his
men of all classes for his knowledge of medicine and
compassion for the sick.

He was permitted by the College

of Physicians to appoint surgeons and apothecaries to
and in
assist him in the compounding and issuing of drugs
l
the Leneral treatment of people with physical and menta
disorders.
diiiiam Ehakespeare showed a distinct interest in
exem—
diseases and the action of medicine in the body, as
plified by a multitude of comprehensive references that
appear in all of his plays.

These include allusions to

the various Practitioners of medicine, their medical
cs
skills, their psychological insi6ht, and their therapeuti
employed in treating the ill; to more than sixty devastat—
their
ing diseases that abounded in Elizabethan days, with
causes, symptoms, manifestations, and results; to more
than twenty herbal concoctions and both experts and
teurs in mixin

and dispensinL them; to several medicinal

2--tratfordian
IV (October, 1960),

2Cewsma:azine,
D. 135.

3

to
and noxious drugs derived from minerals ahd metals;
physical infirmities and deformities; to injuries ranging
from scratchs of briers to mortal wounds received in
battle; to minor surgery, as lancinc; boils, and major
operations, as Caesarian section and emasculation; to normal physiological processes of the human body; and to mental conditions of melancholy, nervous disorders, and
iasanity, with vivid descriptions of behavior patterns of
the individuals affected.
lthough Shakespeare revealed a wide knowledge of
medical matters, records do not show that he was ever
enrolled as a student in a medical school.

;
'4

His knowledge

in the field was undoubtedly obtained from his familiarity
with the literature of the period, from his association
with all classes of men and women from the court to the
people of the streets, and his observations of their behavior.

Lany critics seem to feel that ShaZespeare's son-

In-law, Dr. John Hall, may. have exerted a good deal of
influence on the dramatist's knowledge of medicine.

1:ow-

ever, an examination of references to medical matters In
the plays does not bear out this sugLestion, because more
allusions werc found in the plays written before Dr. Hall's
a

marriaGe to Susanna in 1607 than in those written after
that date.

However, since Dr.

all is portrayed as a

dignified and respected professional man, he may have
served as an example for the exempiary physicians tht
appear in Shakespeare's Plays.
There have been many biographies, critical reviews,
and essays to indicate Shakespeare's training and his
knowledge of art, literature, and the sciences, but very
little has been written about his specific knowledge of
medicine.

Extensive research has revealed a dearth of

information about the dramatist's knowledge of medicine;
in fact, few modern critics even comment on this subject.
Four earlier works have been very helpful in preparilig
this study:

The Iedical and SurEical Knowledge of

Shakspere, by John W. iainwright (published by the
author, 1915), gives excellent comments on the descriptions of diseases and therapeutics used in treatment, a
brief discussion of cert;,in herbal concoctions, and poplar beliefs of the day concerning medicine and allied
fields.

The footnotes that are included in G. B. Harrison's

book, Shakespeare: The Complete works (New York, 1952) Give
enlightening explanations of terms and their significance
in the Elizabethan Age.

A chapter on "Itiedicine," in

Shakespeare's Lnt:land (Oxford, 1950), written by Alban H. G.
Doran, presents a comprehensive description of the people,
1
.4
1

the customs, and the diseases of the sixteenth century

Znzaand.

A book of essays, written by G. .;ilEon 1:night,

The Imperial Theme (London, 195o), gives scholarly psychological descriptions of characters

situations In

the plays.
Especially instructive in the professional interpretation of medical Practices of Elizabethan England are
three articles written by a staff of physicians and edited
by Dr. Felix Idarti-Inbe.nez.
issues of the

These EtudieE, found in

:jedical Newsmagazine, are "Stratfordian.

ip.ledicine" (October, 1960), liritain and idedicine" (October,
1963), and "Physician and Poet" (AuEust, 1964).
An effort is made In this study to consider the Important factors in the field of medicine that are repeatedly
referred to in Shakespeare's plays: practitioners, diseases
and infirmities, drugs and herb2, physiological procesLes
of the body, and men-al disturbances and psychological
therapy.

The purpose is to examine these extensive referen-

ces to medical matters in. the dramatist's comedies, tragedies, and histories and to show his profound knowledge in
the field.
tir

Special emphasis is placed on the accuracy of

his portrayals in depicting the true practice of medicine
in the ilizabethan Age and his far-reching vision in
anticipating r.edic:;1 theories of later years.

el?
In Elizabethan Lngland there were four Leneral types
sareon,
of practitioners of medicine, the physician, the
the apothecary, and the empiric, each of whom contribated
his part in ministering to the Physical and mental needs
of the people.

In the practice of medicine, the Dhysicians

of t_e times arranEed with surgeons and apothecaries to
1
the em-:.irics
assist them in the treatment of illnesses;
attempted to practice medicine, independently, by e::-De-ience or observation alone, with little reLard to science
and theory.
at the Eenuilis _lizabe
zed
Shakespeare real1tr.

ntha

physician was a man of Lood social position, res-occted by
men of all classes, was well-versed in i,edical knowled;e,
,
and wac. a faithful adherent to professio2lal etnics. ...onsecuently, the physicians in his plays are Lentle=en of the
hiLhest order, who arc dedicated to .- 1.1selfish service to
_lity and are strict observers of professional et...10s.

(1G1), in
.;
-d
icholas ireton, Ihe Coo Lrld th,
et - •
by
11
Shakeseare's
421.
(.i,ondon: Cmford University .-.:- rese, 1950), P.
6
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For example, Cerimon is cited for his medical knowled,e
and his charity in restoring hundreds to health:
•
Your honour has through
poar'd forth
Your charity, and hundreds call themselves
Your creatures, who by you have been restored:
And not your knowledge, your personal pain,
but even
Your purse, still open, hath built Lord Cerimon
Such strong renown as time shall ne'er decay.
(Per. III, ii, 43-48)
Posthumous esteem is expressed for Helena's father, the
renowned Dr. Gerard de Narbon, who was famous for his
honesty and medical skill:
This young gentlewoman had a father, -- 0,
that 'had': how sad a passage 'tis: -- whose
skill was almost as great as his honesty; had
it stretched so far, would have made nature
immortal, and death should have play for lack
of work.
(All's 4. I, 1, 22-26)
Four of the physicians demonstrate their strict profes—
sional ethics in their practice of medicine.

A physician

in The Tragedy of Macblth discerns the •,,aeen's secret but
is ccncerned only with her welfare; Dr. Cornelius in
Cymbeline refuses to particizate in a royal poisoning
plot; Dr. Batts in The Famous History of the Life of King
4

-Henry VIII will not lend his medical authority to intrigue;
and t_e dedicated Cerimon in Pericles, Prince of Tre is
disinterested in wealth and hon6rs.2

2"Physician and _oat,"
VIII (.-..aL-ust, 1964), P. 174.

edical Newallar;azine,

The main qualifyinz body of the physiciaas of the
times was the College of Physicians, and Shakespeare refers to it with respect as "the congregated college"
II, i, 120).

(r_11's

The Kin"... in All's dell That .Ends

4e1l is not as "credulous of cure" when the "learned doewho are accredited by the organization, are not
present (II, i, 118-119).
Judging from the standards of living the physicians
maintained, they must have been paid well for their services, but Shakespeare was apparently not concerned with
this angle of the profession, for only once in all the
plays does he mention the word "fee" in the sense of a
doctor's honorarium; this occurs when Kent exclaims to
King Lear:
Kill thy physician, and the fee bestow
T.:Ipon thy foul disi*sa:e.
(Lear I, i, 65-166)
As today, the terms "Physician" and "doctor" were
practically synonymous, as evidenced by Shakespeare's
references.

The host in The "Lerry dives of dindsor speaks

of his "doctor" who gives "the potions and the motions"
(Iii, i, 103-105); and Pericles refers to a "physician"
as one who administers "potions" of medicine (Per. 1,
67-66).

-ed to signify a physician:
"edicine" is also ,- L,

Lafeu alludes to Helena as "medicine" (2.11's 1.11, i, 75);
Caithness uses "medicine" to identify one wao mini&tere to

9

the sick (;acb. V, ii, 26); ahd Florizel pays tribute
to -;he "medicine" of his house,. the physician who saved
his father's life

nd will also save his own (W. Tale IV,

iv, 597-598).
Seven doctors are presented in the plays, eight if
the posthumous references to Gerard de r.arbon are included.
The first one to appear is the perky little French Physi—
cian, Dr. Caius, who is the object of much buffoonery.

rie

is accorded less respect than any of the other doctors;
his associates criticize him for his lack of medical
knaaledtle (dives II, iii, 34-37).
The nameless physician in The 2raged:r of King Lear
shows tenderness and sympathy for Cordelia and her pathetic
father.

He wisely prescribes a sedative, rest, and soft

music for the crazed Lear; and when Lear shows signs of
returning to consciousness, Cordelia asks the doctor to
speak to him, but he, like most of Shakespeare's physicians,
has "psycholoEical insight as well as physiological skill"3
and replies, l'adam, do you; 'tis fittest" (Lear IV, vii,
42-43).

(;ith calmness, understanding, and self—assurance,

qualities so necessary in a successful physician, he says
to Cordelia:

3Harold C. Goddard, The L:eaninc of ShakesT)eare
(Chicago: University of Unicao
_1(.156),

10

Be comforted, good madam: the great rage,
You see, is kill'd in him; and yet it ic danger
To make him even o'er the time he nas lost.
Desire him to go in; troable him no more
Till furtner settling.
(Lear IV, vii, 78-82)
Of the two physicians in The Tragedy of :alcbeth, the
first one simply announces to the people that the King, by
his touch, will cure those afflicted with the king's evil,
or scrofula (IV, iii, 146-158).

Tne second is portrayed

as professionally cautious in observing Lady Macbeth's
alleged sieep—walking.

However, when he realizes the

"unnatural deeds" she is talking about in her sleep, he
is appalled:
Unnatural deeds
Do breed unnatural troubles: infected minds
To taeir deaf pillows will discharge their
secrets:
More needs sne the divine than the physici,-n.
God, God forgive us all!
(1.acb. V, i, 79-83)
The nobleman—physician in Pericles, Prince of Tyre,
who had pursued knowledge and healing for its own sake,
is unconcerned with remunerations.

He is acclaimed, not

only for his professional skill in curing the sick, bat
for his financial generosity and his empathic feelings for
others.
Dr. Cornelius In Cymbeline resolves the problem with
the ',ueen, who asks him for fatal"poisonous comt,o-..rnds"
(I, v, 7), by giving her only opiates that

produce the

11

semblance of death:
he doth think she has
I do not like her.
tran6e lingerini; poisons I do know her spirit,
-nd will not trust one of ner malice with
Those she has
A drug of sucn damn'd nature.
dill stupify and dull the sense awhile;
jhich first, perchance, she'll prove on cats
and dogs,
Then afterward Up higher; but there is
danger in what show of death it makes,
Liore tnlIn the locking-um the spirits a time,
To be more fresh, reviving. She is fool'd
dith a most false effect; and I the truer,
So to be false with her.
(2m. I, v, 33-44)
Dr. Butts, the personal physician to Henry VIII, shows
wisdom and loyalty in warning the King of Crammer's
intriues (V, ii, 19-35); and he takes no medical part in
the divorce proceedings against Katharine, even though the
King fears she might give birth to a stillborn child (II,
iv, 166-193).
In Shakespeare's time, medical education offered
little for the prospective surgeons.

Harvey's revolutionary

theory of the blood circulation had not been publicized,
and little was known of Vesalius' ideas of the human body.
There were educated specialist surgeons in Christian
Europe In medieval times, but they were exceptions until
the seventeenth century.4
latnough Shakespeare mentins surgeons, he does not
list a sinle one among his "dramatis personae," and his

Hitory of i.:edicine (Cleveland,
Ohio: The dorld Publishing Company, ltJ67), p. 84.

12

references to them are not particularly fl'tterin6.

Cne

surgeon is too intoxicated to attend to his duties and is
called "a roi..tie and a passey measqres pavin" (Twel. V, i,
200-206).

The incompetence of the surgeon is implied in

the aee of Poor_,_y chosen therapeutics:
Gonzalo:

. . . you rub the sore,
.ihen you should brinc, the plaster.

4,ntonio: .-Lnd most chirargeonly.
(Temp,. II, 1, 137-140)
In the plays, the surgeon is employed to treat injuries
from scratches (Romeo III, i, 96-97) and wounds (Ialob.
I, ii, 43-44); to stop the effusion of blood (iderLi,. TV,

i, 257-256); to aid in blood-letting by incision (2 i. IV,
II, iv, 210); and to treat soldiers wounded on the battle
fronts (0th. V, i, 1C0).
The apothecaries in Tudor

ngland were men of stand-

ing, but not in the same position as doctors.

Their

sops were located in the Bucklersbury district of London;
hence Ealstaff's allusion:
. . . like a many of these lisping hawthornbuds, that come like women in men's apparel,
and smell like Bucklersbury in simple time;
("iiives III, iii, 75-76)
The apothecaries had for sale in their shops gums, spices,
herbal concoctions, cakes of roses, and drugs that viere
both curative and poisonous.

Lear appeals to an apothe-

cary for an ounce of civet to be used as a scent (II, vil l32);

•:4

and ixmeo, when in search of a deadiy poison, says, "I do
remember an apothecary."

se proceeds to describe the

shop and wares of the poverty-stricken wretch:
I &.:1 relaeber an apothecary, -hnd heresbouts he dwells.--wich 1- -:te I noted
brows,
In tster'd weeds, with overwhelp
-7=r. is looks,
simples;
Culin
,, nes;
Snarl,j had . ,urn
1:ss
shoT •
vr Ptuff'(21,
hn ai
cy.ner skins
shelves
CI
s_a
h Seggarly aC,istst of es.pt boxes,
GreJiri
Out-, bleSci-s and musty seeds,
of paekthread and old cake of roses
jere trinly scatter'd, to mcLke up a show.
:cti k, this Penury, to myself I said
'hn if a man did need a poison now,
- iantua;
'Those sale is Present death In D
1z7TY' lives a caitiff wretch would sell it him.'
(Romeo V, i, 37-52)
Cymbeline's '‘iueeh puts herself in the apothecary's place
when she says to Cornelius:
. . . Hast thou not learn'd ne now
To make perfumes? distil? preserve?
(Cvm. I, v, 12-13)
In Elizabethan .oin-l-land there were, as always, quacks
who attempted to practice medicine without scientific
knowledge and training.

iledical lore and materials used

in remeaies were easily accessible to all people, and many
considered themselves capable of treating patients.

In

fact, the English Parliament, in 1543, passed an act,
favoring a certain class of empfrics, which conferred the
liberty to Practice medicine on all subjects provided they
had "knowledce and experience in the nature of herbs, roots,
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CHAPMR III
PHYSICAL ILLNESSES AND IILPAII--.. .aETS
'.here are numerous referencee in Shakespeare's plays
to sicknesses, injuries, infirmities, and the many diseases that abounded in the Elizabethan Age.

There are

even cases of people who feign sickness and are said to
be "crafty sick" (2 H. IV

I, Ind. 37).

Brutus pretends

to be physically ill to hide his mental anxiety:
Is _Brutus sick? and is it physical
To walk unbraced and suck up the humours
Of the dank morning? ahat, is Brutus sick,
1-..nd will he steal out of his wholesome bed,
To dare the vile conta.zion of the night
And tempt the rheumy and unsurged air
To add unto his sickness?
(Caesar II, i, 261-267)
Edgar feigns melancholia and sighs like "Tom o' Bedlam"
(Lear I, ii, 148), and Gloucester pretends to be ill to
avoid a-ivina information that will add to Lesr's woes
(III, iii, 16-17).

A cL.se of imaginary ills is demonstrated

by Buicalf, a recruit who hides behind the ruse of disease,
and is told by Falstaff to "&-o to the wars in a gown"
(2 H. IV, III, ii, 191-197).
Conditions conducive to illness are sug,lested: dump
air (Caesar II, i, 263), grief (IV, iii, 145), dissehtions,
15

• 4
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fear, and worry (I 1. VI, V, v, 84-86), guilty conscience
(Ha=. III, i, 63-65), receipt of distressing news (2 H. VI,
III, ii, 29-36), pity (Cym- I, vi, 119), anxiety (2 H. IV,
I11, i, 105-106), excessive woes (T. G. V.

TT-i,

i, 219-

221), lack of sleep (Romeo IV, iv, 7-6), eoionai stress
2ale III, ii, 151-154), and s..zrfeiting (I H. IV, V, i,
61-64).
Shakespeare gives vivid descriptions of the symptoms
of sickness, among which sre coughing and spitting, associated with consumptive (Troi. V, iii, 101-106) and gout
patients (Yeas. III, i, 28-32); elevation in temperature,
often causinE delirium (Ham. IV, iii, 68); quickened
heart beats (1.:scb. I, iii, 134-137); accelerated pulse
(Errors 17, iv, 55); vomiting, in which the patient is
said to "heave

he gorge",(0th. II, i, 235); trembling like

"aspen-leaves" (2it. II, iv, 44-45); Profuse sweating In
extreme suffering (H. VIII, II, i, 33); dizziness (Cvm.
V, v, 233-234); fainting (3 H. VI, II, vi, 27-30); nausea,
sometimes called "cuesiness" (2 H. IV, I, i, 196); and
chills (Tit. II, iii, 211-213).
Other symptomatic conditions that Shakespeare employs
for good drmatic effects are headaches, indigestion, and
jaundice.

The nurse in The Tragedy of Home°

2-id Juliet suf-

fers fro= headache due to excessive exercise (II, v, 49-50).

Cthello

Lao complains of headache and Desdemona sugLests

binding the need "hard" to ease the pain (0th. III, iii,
283-269).

Reference is made to the custom of usin6 a

"hahdi-:ercher" about the brows of one sufferin6 from a
headache (John IV, 1, 41-42).
In view of the limited diets of the people, it is not
surprising that there are many cases of indigestion and
heartburn cited In the Plays.

The influence of worry,

"upbraidins," and "uncuiet meals" on digestion are noted
(Errors V, i, 73-74).

Beatrice statea that Count John

so "tartly" that she can never see him without being
"heart-burned an hour after " (1,:uch. II, i, 3-4), probably
due to hyperacidity of the gastric secretions.

Jathoun

some foods tf..z.t taste sweet prove "in digestion sour"
(a. II, I, iii, 236)t a good appetite is necessary for
"cood diestion":
:ow, good dit;estion waits on appetite,
.-_nd health on both!
(1.1acb. III, iv, 37-30)

t
,

Shakespeare kalew that jaundice is associated with
depression of spirits.

Gratiano wonders why a man sho,iid

"creep into the jaundice by being peevish" (1.:erch.
85•-•(5) 9

I, 19

and r_gamemnon indicates that grief affects the

liver and

C...IECE

jaundice (Troi. I, iii, 2).

1.1 of the plays contain references to sickness, Cut
some 01 them have more than others;

for exa:aple, in
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The Trai-:edy of Julius Caesar physical illness zredominates
the theme.

As G. .tileon Knie;ht has pointed oat, nearly

everyoi,e in the Play is 111.1

Calpurnia is .afflicted .;ith

the "sterile curse" of barrenness (I, ii, 6-8); Caesar is
deaf in ore ear and suffers from "the falling sickness"
(I, ii, 213; 257); Cinna the poet complains of nervous
apprehension (III, iii, 2); Portia grows faint in her
anxiety for her husband's safety (II, iv, 43); Ligarius,
with a "mortified spirit," wears a "kercnief" to signify
his sickness (II, i l 315-324); Lucius is always sleepy
in _-.cts II and IV; Cassius says his "eight was ever thick"
(V, ill, 21); Brutus Pretends illness to conceal his emotional sti
,in, and Portia tells how he "went sickly forth"
(II, iv, 14)--in fact, every main character in the play
but Antony is physically or mentally ill, and even he
"revels loni_ o' nights

and so sleeps _Late in the mornings

(II, ii, 115-116).
Injuries from wounds are cuite fre7uent in the histories and tragedies, especially in the former.

Both

superficial wounds (Home° III, i, 96-97) and fatal "mortal
murders" (acb. III, iv, 81) are cited.

Perhaps the most

interestinz references to wounds are those that relate to
the traditional beliefs of the times:

with the last breath,

It. Wilson Knii=_Lht, The Imperiva 1he7is (Londcm; :_setuen
and Com,
)any, 1958), p. 40.
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the soul was thoucht to issue from the body in the outflow of blood (3 .1. V1, 1, iv, 177-17b); the wounds of a
mardered person were supposed to bleed afresh at the -Louch
or approach of the murderer (R. III, I, ii, 55-61);
the pain of wounds was believed grcatest when the blood
wa:, cold (1 H. IV, I, iii, 49-52).

,;ounds also are shown

to have beneficial results: zortia l to prove her steadfastness, Eives herself a "voluntary wound" (Caesar II,
299-302); soldiers are accorded resPect when they disPlay
their "marks of merit" obt.,-..ined in the defense of their
country (Cor. II, iii, 171-172); and Regan points out that
injuries can teach valuable lessons:
To willful men
The injuries that they themselves procure
laist be their schoolmasters.
(Lear II, iv, 305-307)
Shakespeare realized the problems of those afflicted
with infirmities and Points oat that their sufferinE is
lessened by sympathetic understanding.

Cassius says:

3rutus hath rived my heart:
,
4. friend should bear his friend's infirmities,
But Erutus makes mine greater than they are.
(Caesar IV, iii, 65-67)
The "crook-back" Richard (1 H. VI, II, ii, 06);

1staff,

who lix.ps because of ,out (2 H. IV, I, ii, 263); Gloucester,
loses his crecfo.is eyes because of his sensual fault
(Lecr V, iii, 17C-173); people who are "pur-blind" (12roi.
I, it, 30-31), "thIck-eyed," (1 H. IV, II, iii,
4.9),
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"high-ravel blind" (erch. II, ii, 30), and "sand-blind"
(II, ii, 36); and individuals who have speech defects of
stammering and stuttering (2 H. IV, II, iii 24-26 and
42-45) are all paraded before the audience.
In the Elizabethan Age, deformity was regarded as
divine judgment,2 an idea that Liueen Ylargaret stresses to
Richard, whom she calls a "stimatic"--a person on whom
nature has set a mark:

4

3ut thou art neither like thy sire nor dam;
But like a foul mis-shapen stigmatic,
ii:ark'd by the destines to be avoided,
As venom toads, or lizards' dreadful stings.
(3 H. VI, II, ii, 135-138)
In The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, Shakespeare
says that the nataral blemishes in a person's constitution are "nature's livery, or fortune's star":
So, oft it chances in particular men,
That for some vicious mole of nature in them,
in their birth--wherein they are not
guilty,
Since nature cannot choose his origin-By the olerE:rlywth of some complexion,
Oft breaking down the pales and forts
of reasoni
Or by some habit that too much o'er-leavens
The form of plausive manners, that these men,
Carrying, I say, the stamp of one defect,
Being nature's livery, or fortune's star.
(Ham. I, iv, 23-32)
allasions are made to "Privy marks" present at
birth (rrors III, ii, 145-146), some of which are
the
2Shakespeare's
.-.ccount of the Life and
:anners of His .i-J7e, ed. by C. _. unions et al (2 vol.;
London:
Oxford University 2ress, .Lmen Hcut-:e l 1950), I, p. 530.

-
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"great wart" on Dromio of SyracuEe's .eft arm (ILL, ii,
148); Imogen's "cinque-sootted" mole "on her left breast"

(am. II, ii,

37-39);and tae red birmark, dec.:_ed a "mark

of wonder," on Guiderius's neck (V, v, 362-366).

The body

of ,,rthur is contrasted to an 4g1y boy ",
-;atch'd
. eye-offending marks":
Fall of unpleasing blots and sightless stains,
Lame, foolish, crooked, swart, prodigious,
Patch'd with foul moles and eye-offending marks,
(John III, i, 45-47)
In spite of all the marks inflicted upon men by nature,
the statement is made that there is no real "blemish but
the Llind," and that only the "unkind" People are deformed:
In nature, there's no blemish but the mind;
None can be call'd deform'd but the unkind:
Virtue is beauty, but the beauteous evil
Are empty trunks o'er-flourish'd by the devil.
(Twel.
401-404)
Shakespeare mentiOns many diseases and shows an amaz-

ing knowlede of their causes, symptoms, and effects.
Diseases are caned distempers and distemperatures: the
..bbess refers to "pale distemperatureg' (:-.rrors V, 1, 82);

darNick mentions a body "yet distemper'd" (2 ii. IV, III,
41-44); eaid the King tells Gertrude that Polonius has
found the "head and source" of all of Hamlet's "distemper"
II, ii, 51-55).
The people of zA.izabet
han -Ln61and were well aware of
k-e devastating Dower of infection conveyed not only. by
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personal contact Lat t_Irough the atmosphere.

Falstaff

suggests that association with diseased people shod be
avoided (2 H. IV, V, 1,

2-85), and Leon-tee pra,72 to

be

gods to purge "all infection" from the air (J. Tale V, i,
16o-170).

Beatrice, in speaking of Benedict, expresses

the infectioas nature of dineae:
0 Lord, he will hang upon him like a disease:
he is sooner cauht than the pestilence, and
the taker runs presently mad.
(Much I, i, 66-8o)
The worst curse one cou1d utter ai;ainst another was
te curse of sloa and penetrating infection.

Such a curse

is roared by the inhuman Caliban:
All the infections that the sun sucks up
From bogs, fens, flats, on Prosper fall
and make him
By inch-meal a diseases
(Temn. II, ii, 1-4)
dith the same vehemence, Caius 1rcias curses the People
with diseases, believed to emanate from the south:
gal the contagion of the south liz7ht on you,
You shames of Rome
you herd of--3oils
and plagues
Plaster you o'er, that you may be abhorr'd
Further than seen and one infect another
Against the wind a mile:
(Cor. I, iv, 30-34)
*.uarantine, or compulsory isolation, was understood
by t:Ie adizabethans.
in,

• - t--

,hen Fria.r John is delayed in reach-

it is because

placed under quarantine

by "searchers" --office _s in cher.,.e of combating infection.
The Yriar relate-- the worl: of If.e-„,e officers:
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• • • the searcers of the town,
Euspecting that we both were in a house
.'here the infectious pestilence did reign,
beal'd up the doors, and wo-old not let us forth;
(Romeo V, ii, 8-11)
Shakespeare reveals his true genius in his short and
poetic clinical descriptions of the many diseases that
afflicted the people of Elizabethan England.

In a few

words, he pictures vividly the symptoms, effects, and
prognoses of diseases,
/L.gue:

brief catalogue follows.

The serious affliction of ague has been

defined as a "malaria fever, with paroxysms, and having
three states, cold, not, and sweating.

,
in the plays

ague is pictured as a destructive disease (1.acb. V, v, 4)
that is aggravated by "foul weather" (1 H. IV, III, i,
68-69) and causes the patient to experience fever, chills,
"shakin" "trembling" and delirium (Temp. II, ii, 67-99).
;
The disease is so loathed that it is used as a curse upon
enemies; Macbeth hopes that ague will eat up the foe (Lacb.
V, v, 1-4).
...-Doplexy:

Falstaff refers to apoplexy as "a kind of

lethargy" that oriEinates "from much grief, from study and
perturbation of the brain" (2 H. IV, I, ii, 127-132), and
it is said often to cause the patient to become
"mulled,
deaf, sleepy, insensible" (Cor. IV, v, 239-241).
)
Ivor :Brown, Shakespeare in His Time (Camden, New
Jersey:
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1964), p. 61.
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Arthritis:

Then Thersites refers to "limeldans

the palm," he sug6ests an affliction now called arthritis (Troi. V, i, 25-26), which causes joint inflammation
marked by pain, heat, redness, and swelling.
condit_on, now called asthma and identi-

tr.:L.4.11c.•

fied by a wheezing cough, is Inferred by Thersites when
he speaks of "wheezing lungs" (Troi. V, i, 24).
Cataract:

The popular name for cataract, or opaci-

ties of the cornea, in Elizabethan 2ngland was "the web
4

and the pin" (Lear III, iv, 122) or "the pin and web,"
the name used by Leontes in his reference to this affli
ction
of the eye:
.. . and all eyes
Blind with the pin and web but theirs,
theirs only,
That would unseen be wicked? Is that nothing?
(W. Tale I, ii, 290-292)
Catarrh:

In his"rotten diseases of the south,"

Thersites includes ctarrh (Troi. V, i, 23), an infla
mmation
of the mucous membranes.

Shake:-peare also applies the term

to running of the nose, the to a neglected bad
cold (Errors
III, ii, 136-141).
A

bad cold is said to be a dangerous condition

(I H. IV, II, iii, 8) that is highly contagious
(Troi. IV,
ii, 16).

Symptoms are a feeling of stuffiness, dulling
of

the sense of smell (ica h III, iv, 64-65),
and coughing
(2 H. IV, III, ii, 193).

4
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Colic:

Colic is alluded to in several of the Plays.

Hotspur U26E the disease as a simile when he talks about
the Portents of Glendower'L bi2th (I H. IV, III, 1, 29);
and Thersites, in speakina of "uts-gripinE," probably
refers to the abdominal Pains of colic (Troi. V, i, 22).
Consumption:

Since consumption is cuite prevalent

among poor people who 1.1.ck sufficient nourishing food, rest,
and clean living conditions, it is easy to account for its
high incidence in the over-populated Elizabethan England.
Two references are made in Shakespeare's plays to tae
breath of the consumptive patient, one in Twelfth Night
when the breata is called "contagious" (II, fli t 55-57)
/
and the other In The Tempest, where the faint odor of the
sweet breath is contrasted to the sour smells in a fen
(II, i, 46-46).
-Otitis:

2:lersites, with his description of "uladders

Lull of imposthume" (Troi. V, i, 25), suggests a diseae
now called cystitis, which Causes infi-r-Tlaton of the bladder and burning in the area, epecially at times of urination.
Diarrhea:

A very vivid description is given of a

case of diarrhea experienced by a monk who tastes the

-mizon prepared for the Ling:
Hubert:

The king, I fear, is poison'd by.a monk:
I left him almost speechless; and broke
out

Bastard:
Hubert:

,..)1-211a:

To acquaint you with this evil,
that you might
The better arm you to the sudden
time,
Than if you had at leisure iovm
this.
How did he take it? who did taste
to him?
A monk, I tell you; a resolved vil
lain,
Vhose bowels suddenly burst out
.
(John V, vi, 23-30)

Dropsy, identified by the swelling
it causes

in the body (All's N.

II, iii, 134-135),

was very cc-imon

in Shakespeare's day, but, appare
ntly, neither its cause
ncr cure was understood. It
was believed that "one sufferin6 from a dropsy may be dro
wned in the fluid as well
as that one
may bleed to death in his own
veins."4
Shakespeare's knowledge of thi
s belief is shown in Caliban's
statement:
The drpusy drown this fool!
(2erin). IV, i, 230)
Epilensy: Epilepsy played an imp
ortant part in t7:o
of the plays, The TraEedy of
Julius Caesar _nã The 2ra:edy
of Othello, the Moor of Venice
. Caesar has an attack when
he refuses the crown for the
third time (I, ii, 253-255),
and ‘;thello has an attack whe
n he is convinced that Desdemona
is unfaithful to him (IV, i,
37-45).
n epileptic fit

of

4Joh
n
Arainwri&t, Tne :edical and :::urL
ical L.nowledge
lliamShaksnere (iew York: y
he .uthor, 1915), p. 11.

causes severe rig-ors, pule lins, dull eyes, thirst, speech—
leasness, foaminE at the mouth (Caesar I, ii, 119-255),
and irationality (Temo. II, ii, 76-70).

Brutus refers

to Caesar's "falling sickness," so named because when a
person is attacked by a fit of euilepsy, he falls suddenly
to the ground (Caesar I, ii, 254-256).

Following an

attack, the cileptic experience a confused state of mind
(I, ii, 264-273).

iCent makes an interesting observation

of the "ePileptic vicae":
plc ue upon your epileptic visaLe!
Smile you my speeches, as I were a fool.
(Lear II, ii, 87-66)
Fistula:
in

Fistula is an ulcerous sore from which the

in :.11's .;ell That Ends 4ell suffers (I, i, 3a-19.

iathouh Helena refers to the condition as a "malignant
cause" (II, i, 114), she is confident that she can cure
the fistula in two days (I, if!, 261-262) with a prescrip—
tion that her father, the deceL:sed Dr. Gerard de - arbon,
left her (I, iii, 227-226).
,7,:ngrene.

Gangrene, mortification of a part of the

body dc to poor circulation,5 .L77
- mentioned Ls decreaLill
tne "service of the foot" tilt -3,.,cozies._ affected:
:he service of ti foot
EeiL:.L once iz,Lnrened, is not then re:octE.d
1,..or what before it was.
(Cor. 111, 1, 3C5-307)

4

4

ccn ,t _edical Dictionary, ca.
1943), P -

9.
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Goiter:

Goiter, a condition In which the thyroid

gland is overactive and becomes enlarged, is prevalent
among people who live in mountainous regions.

Shakespeare's

knowledge of this fact is obvious in his reference to tile
disease (Temp. III, iii, 44-46).
Gonorrhea:

Gonorrhea

is

one of the venereal diseases

which causes inflAmnp tion of the genital mucous membranes.
The condition is called a "burning devil" in The Tragedy
of Troilus and Cressida (V, ii, 196) and Droilo of Syrac
use
describes the pain of the disease:
. . . she is the devil's dam; and here she
comes in the habit of a light wench:
. . . that's as much as to say: 'God make
me a light wench.' It is written, they
appear to men like angels of light: light
is an effect of fire, and fire will burn;
ergo, light wenches will burn. Come not
near her.
(Errors IV, iii, 49-56)
Gout:

Falstaff, who is afflicted with gout, mahes

repeated references to the disease that makes him limp
and suffer great pin:
DOX of this gout
or, a gout of this pox!
for the one or the other plays the rogue
with my great toe.
(2 H. IV, I, ii, 271-274)

The disease causes the patient to "groan" in "perpetuity"
(Cy. V, iv, 5-9) and to suffer with insomnia ( • v. L.
III, ii, 336-339); it "galls" age (2 H. IV, I, ii, 256-259)
and makes elderly men miserabie with skin irritaion,
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coukthing, and .pitting
Greensickness:

i, 28-32).

Greensickness, also knovin as cloro-

sis, an anemia of you

women about the time of puberty,

is mentioned several times in the plays.

The "pale"

is taxed with tne disease, a sign in the }:dizabethan
of love-sickness or vague desire (Epmeo, III, v, 157-1
58).
A rare ca:-_e of chlorosis in a man is cited (.-intony
1iI,
4-6), and Palstaff suggests that weak drink should be
avoided by men lest they "fall into a kind of male
greensickness" (2 H. IV, IV, iii, 96-99).
in's

vii:

Until the seventeenth century, scrofula

was known as the king's evil, and peo.pie felt
confident
that it was cured by the King's royal touch
(k.acb.

iii,

146-156).
Leprosy:

-_Ithou8-h there are no cases of le-crosy

described, Snakespeare, by the use of imager,c,
refers to
the horrible disease:
This yellow slave
dill knit and break religions, bless the
accursed,
Lake the hoar leprosy adored, .
(Tim. IV, iii, 33-35)
The loathsome condition of one afflicted
with leprosy is
su6gested by cueen ,:lararet, who says:
I am no loathsome leper, look on me.
(2 H. VI, III, ii, 75)
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Leasles:

The Ox.ford edition of ShakesPeare's

sinifies that "measles" as men.:Lioned ey Shakespeare did
not mean the "febrile disease with a rash, now known by
that naz:e," but 1)-fobably meant leLrosy.6

The dramatist

notes the infectious nature of measles, which he uses as
ivagery in The Tra edy of Coriolan
on.

As for my country I have r;h9d
olood,
rot fearinE outward force: so shall mf lungs
Coin words till their decay against thrsf6e
measles,
'Which we disdain should tette:. as, yet sought
The very way to catch thcn.
(III, i, 75-79)
Palsy:

Lord Say is provr)ked by palsy, which is

pro-Lably shaking palsy, since he Hays it causes him to
Quiver (2 H. VI, IV, vii, 99); and York probably suffe/J
from a paralytic stroke, as he refers to his arm as being
"prisoner of the palsy" (R. II, II, iii, 103-105).

Patients

suffering from 'aley elperience trembling and shaking, a
fact that Shalcesare knew because he alludes to the
"palsy-fumbling" of elderly men (Troi. I, iii, 175).
plague,:

Of all the infectious diseases, plague

spread the greatest terror throahout 'Europe, and in the
J.;

reiLn of :.,tmen Elizabe -:h thousnds in London alone died
durinz the various epideics.7

Shaltespeare was well aware

1'

Sakeseare's

nd, I, p. 435.

7R. J. Mitchell an.. J. D.
Leys, A History of London
Life (Suffolk, EnLland: aichal'd Clay and 'company,
l9b47,
pp. 123-129.

of the norrors of plaLue, because in his life he had survived three epidemics of the disease: the first, in his
infancy, when the uestiience struck in :;tratford-upon-.avon
in July, 1564, killing a Eoodly portion of the small community; the second, in 1597, which aaL not quite as devastating; and tne third in 1603.6

Shakespeare makes many

references to the terrors and the suffering caused by these
sudden and deadly onslaughts.

imtony, in his soliloquy

over dead Caesar, describes the horrors of London streets
in time of plague (Caesar III, i, 274-275); and, with the
cry of "no recovery," the fatal effect of plague is indicated (Troi. II, iii, 187).

The term "Lord's tokens" was

used to denote the spots on the bodies made by plague
infecton, and a house where people were afflicted with
the disease was shut up and over the door was written,
"Lord have mercy on us" (L. L.

V, ii, 419-423).

The

bad odor of those suffering from Plague is suggested by
Ring Henry as he attacks the honor of the French (H. V,
IV, iii, 101-1C3).

Bubonic plague, a highly contagious

fatal fever transmitted to humans by rat fleas, is
referred to as "red-murrain," as "red Pestilence," and
as "red plague" ("Iroi. II, i, 21; .;or. IV, i, 14-15; and
8
Ivor Brown, How Shakes eare Spent the Day (Lew York:
hill and 1;anL, 1964), pp. lb —lob.

Te::4),. I, 1i, 364), because of tile colored swellinL,, so=e—
tires red, which was one of the earlier signs.

?lague

even Permeates comic scenes as shown by Falstaff who
utters the acme of all curses, "a DlaEue on all cowards"
(I H. IV, II, iv, 127-131).
1:neumatism:

Rheumatism, "a disease marked by pain

in joints or muscles, usually recurrent, and often due to
exposure"9 is accurately described by Shakespeare.

In

the plays, rheumatic diseases are said to be agravated
by "the vile contaglon of the night" and the "rheumy and
unrurged air" (Caesar II, i, 263-267) and to "abound" in
bad weather:
. . . the moon, the governess of floods,
Pale In her anger, washes all the air,
That rheumatic diseases do abound:
Lnd thorough this distemperature we see
The seasons alter;
(Dream II, 1, 103-107)
Shakespeare shows that the word "rheumatism" was in toz;u—
ler use in his day: the hostess in The Life of Kinr: :ienry
-Lie Fifth says that Falstaff was "rheumatic" when he
muttered about "the whore of Babylon" (II, iii, 39-41);
and two people who are 7eeviah are said to be "as rheu—
matic as two dry toasts" and cannot "bear with another's"
infirmities (2 H. IV, II, iv, 60-63).
9—
;Lesical
Dictionary, p. 819.
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Sciatica:

2hersites lists sciatica as one of the

"rotten direases" (Troi. V, i, 25), and it i

deLcribed

as causini:_ swellinL of the joints (iLeas. I, ii, 55-59)
and lameneEs:
Thou cold sciatica,
Cripple our senators, that their limbs
may halt
lamely as their manners!
(Tim. IV, 1, 23-25)
Sex-Digo:

Serpigo, a term used by old medical authors

for any creeping skin disease, is coupled with the "gout"
ana "rheum" (t:eas. III, i, 3).

"Dry serpigo" is used to

denote erruptions on the s-!-:in (2roi. II, iii, 61).
Small-ox:

Shakespeare alludes to the t,y-:ical red

spots that appear on the skin of one afflicted with smallpox (I,.

•

L,
•

V, ii, 44-45).

SweatinF: Sickness:

This disease, "curiously confined

to Lngland, was characterized by high fever, chills, form!cation, severe Pericardial pain, respiratory difficulty,
rapid and irregular pulse, vomitir4,7, delirium, stupor; profuse sweating might indicate recovery or death within 24
hours."10 Shakespeare mentions the profuse sweating(ii:eas.
I, ii, 83-55) and the fatal effects of the disease:
But now will canker sorrow eat my bud
4.,nd chase the native beluty from his cheek.
And he will look as hollow as a giaost,
lOn

BY'itain and1.1edicihe,"
VII (October, 1963), p. 123.

Ledical :J.ewsmaazine,
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dim and mea;re as an aEue's fit;
nd so he'll die.
(John II, iv, 62-66)

.1
4-

.ilis:

Syphilis was comLon in

.keseare's day,

just as it is in the present time, and it is mentioned in
at least seven of his plays.

The prevalence of the con-

dition is indicated by the frequency of references to the
disease, which was believed to have been originated in
France, and was often called the "Malady of France" (H. V,
V, i, 67).

However, it is said that "in Laples the

effects of syphilis were more au:iible and visible than
elsewhere,"11 and Shakespeare refers to this belief (0th.
III, i, 3-4).

Syphilis is highly contagious (Tim. IV, iii,

33-41), and Lucio, for fear of contamination, refrains from
drinking in the same --JesE: used by one suffering from the
diseaEe (...,,eas. I,

39-40).

Doll Tearsneet is told that

she helps make the catching disease just as the cook helps
make gluttony (2 H. IV, II, iv, 49-51).

The syphilitic

is identified by a hairless "French crown" (i..,eas. I, ii,
52), or bald head (Tim. IV, iii, 160), "rheum" of the
eyes, and "aces" of tl_e bones (Troi. V, iii, 104-105).
,:, striking slnrnlarv of the tra_ic conditions following
syphilis

is

given by Timon in his address to his mistresses,

Phrynia and Timandra:
11 .
dainwrib ht, p. 32.

Consumptions sow
In hollow bones of men: strike their shaxp
sains,
Lnd mar men's spurring. Crack the lawyer's
voice,
That ne may never more false title plead,
. . . make cc.rl'd-pate ruffians
bald;
And let the unscarrid brai:;arts of the
war
Derive some pain from you: plague all;
That your activity may defeat and quell
The source of all erection.
(Tim. IV, iii, 151-164)
Tetter:

Thersites mentions "tetter," a Popular name

for. various kinds of skin
diseases (Troi. V, i, 27). In
his plays, Shakespeare seems
to use tetter as a general
term like present day dermatitis.
Venereal Diseases:

The chief venereal diseases are

syphilis and 8onorrhea l both of which are
highly contagious. Shakespeare gives detailed
descriptions of the
sufferinG that these diseases produce, both
in the harlot
who infects and the ones whom she
afflicts. The burns
from the diseases are called
sunburns (Troi. II iii, 2ä2)
and "blains" (Tim. IV, i, 28).
In this caapter, an attempt has been
made to show
Shai:espeare's extensive knowled.e of physical
illnesses
and infirmities, his psycholoEical
insint into their
effects on men, and his Lco-..lrate
descrittions of medical
theoriec and common beliefs of people of
t.-le times.
Althou.Lh it seems that the Elizabetans
had no idea of the
germ theory of disease, the word
infection, which is

linked with personal contact and breathinE, is common in
Shakespeare's plays.

The draLlatict has a very comprehen-

sive vocabulary of physicL.1 tcrror, which he presents in
Thersites's description of squalid illnesses.

All of his

plays contain referenceE to sicknesses, injuries, infirmities, and diseases, but there are a greater number in
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, The Tragedy of
Coriolanus, and The Tragedy of Troilus and Cressida.
There is a definite chance in Shakespeare's attitude toward
afflictions in his later plays.

For example, his allusions

to plaue In Love's Labour's Lost are light and frivolous,
as when Biron says he sees in the ladies' eyes
the "Lord's
tokens" (V, ii, 421-423); whereas, in The Tragedy of Jilliu
s
Caesar he describes the horrors in London streets durin
g
lae eidemics "with carrion men groaning for burial"
(III, i, 275).

In his clinical descriptions of diseases,

the master dramatist reveals as a layman an almost unbelievable knowledge of causes, symptoms, and effects of
ph:sical disorders, and his references to these factors
are of real practical value, since they relate to
the general theories of medical men and the traditiona
l ideas of
the laymen of Elizabethan EnEland.

CHAPTER IV
OF PHYSICA.L ILL.SES
In the Elizabethan Age, physicians were still suffering from medieval superstititions but they were groping
for rational methods in treating the sick.

Shakespeare

was well informed in the science of diseases, and his
knowledge, as exhibited in his plays, embraced treatments
for digestive, secretory, respiratory, circulatory, and
nervous conditions.

These words, placed In the morth of

one of his characters, suggest his extensive information
in the field of "Physic" and his "true delight" In
reporting it In his plays:

1

'Tis known, I ever
Have studied physic, through which secret art,
By turning o'er Authorities, I have,
Together with my practice, made familiar
To me and to my aid the blest infusions
That dwell in vegetiveS, in metals, stones;
And I can speak of the disturbances
That nature works, and of her cures; which doth
give me
A more content in course of true delight
Than to be thirsty after tottering honour,
Or tie my treasure ,- ZD in silken bags,
To please the fool and death.
(Per. III, ii, 31-42)
Shakepeare refers to some of the methods used by
physicians of the Elizabethan Age in making disgnoses of
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illnesses.

The color of the E.-Pit-tie

WE.E.

noted (2 .:.

I, ii, 237-230 and the pulse rate ( rrorp IV, iv, 55)
and temzerature of the body were checked
125).

2he ides tnat the ohyiciLn could i:.spect tne arine,

make diagnosis, and direct treatment withcut even seeini,,
the patient is mentioned fiL uratively:
If thou couldr:t, doctor, cast
The water of my land, find her disease,
rid purge it to a sound and pristine health,
I would applaud thee to the very echo.
'Leal). V, iii, 50-53)
Shakespeare gives caite a lecture to the physicir_ns who
will Live medicine for relief of tne patient eve:.: thouh
they cannot make diagnosis of the case:
Ceriolanus:

To jump a body with a daht_erous
physic
That's sure of death without it,

Brutus:

Sir, those cold ways,
That seem like prudent helps,
are very zoisonous
dnen the diE,ease is violent.
r(Cor. III, i, 154-222)

Some of the rrinciples alluded to in treating dis—
eas,,s are vary rational and are still used by physicians.
plaster is sag.-,eFted for healing one wound by "making
many," thus ,
- roducing counterirritation, which is sazerfi—
cial irritation intended to relieve some other irritation
(John V, ii, 12-15 a,-_d 1:.omeo I, ii, 46-47).

Auto—

ifioetliation of the pre:ent da; is suested by Ee-Ivolio,

tt
•

.•

who alludes to thE. idea thz.t an old poison will be driven
out by the administration of "some new infection":
Take thou come new infection to thy eye,
Lild the rank poison of the old will die.
(homeo I, ii, 50-51)
Description is given of first-aid treatment, wnich consists of raising the patient and wringing his nose to
restore consciousness:
Rear up his body; wring him by the nose.
(2 H. VI, III, ii, 34)
Shakespeare suggests treatments and cures for many
minor ailments, some of which are very interesting to
note.

Rose water, ureared by distilling petals in water,

is ,- ,sed as an eye wash (Shrew, Inc., I, 56) and a "green
sarcenet flap" is applied to a sore eye (Troi. V,
36-47).

For the ease of headache, it is proposed that

the head be bound tightly (John IV, 12 41-42) or that
"war= distilled waters;' be used for soothing effects (Shrew,
Lad., is 48).

dhen TiLion speaks of "cauterizing" a liar's

tongue, he infers a medical method of cautery with a redhot iron to check bleeding of the tongue (Ti:. V, i, 136).
Temperance is stated to be the only appliance for chapped,
or galled, skin (H. VIII, I, 1, 124-126).

urns are

treted by the application of heat, as suggested by Benvolio:
. . . One fire burns oat another's burning,
One pain is lessen'd by another's anguish;
(:,omeo I, ii, 46-47)

han& it first,
For a toothache, Claudio says, "You must
and draw it afterwards" (.:ilch 111, ii, 26).
times
Popular therapy for venereal diseases in Tudor
cinwas to sit in a tub, exposed to fumes from powder of
nebar.

Shakespeare refers several times to the "tub-fast"

low
treatment and also Proposes strict abE -7-,inence and
diet during the course of therapy (Tim. IV, iii, 62-b6).
The people of the times were confident that scrofula,
called the king's evil, could be cured by the 1i

': touch:

'Tie call'd the evil:
most miraculous wo:k in this good king;
dhich often, since my here-remain in England,
I have seen him do. How he solicits heaven,
Himself beet knows: but strangely-visited
People,
fl swoln and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye,
2he mere despair of surery, he cures,
Hanging a golden stamp about their necks,
Put on with holy prayers: and 'tis spoken,
To the succeeding royalty he leaves
The healing benediction.
(..lacb. IV, iii, 146-156)
e says that drastic
For "desperate" illneskes, Sh::espear
remedies must be applied (Ham. IV, iii, 9-11).

Dean is

deemed the only "sure physicin" to care tne patient that
groa2-Is "in Perpetuity" from the

of gout (2m. V, iv,

5-9).
Shakespeare was familiar with folk medicine, and E-0128
of the homely methods he -Presents are not entirely irrational or il_effective.
four fairies in

It has been sucsted that the
irht's Dream, Cobweb,

Peasebiossom, iastarciceed, and
folk medicine beca.ace
1
remedies.

had their ori„in in

are ingredient:. in hoa2e'nold

Uob.:ebs 'ere used to staunch t:.e floa of olood

from a c.it, as is evidenced oy .3ottom's greetin

to the

fairy:
I shall desire
'iaster Cobweb:
make bold with
(Dream

you Of more acquaintance, Lood
if I cat my finger, I shall
you.
III, i, 1'05-187)

It is interestinE to observe that bhysicianc today ase
gauze, woven much like the spider aeb, to stop bleeding
from small wounds.

-Lusterd seed -4Ts believed to promote

fertility (III, i, 195-200) and was commonly applied as
a plaster to ease sore muscles.

The nurse in The Tra±edy

of :omeo and Juliet calls for s plaster to ease ner

acaing

bones (II, v, 66), and this remedy might well have been
the mustard seed.

There are no references In tae plays

to medicinal uses of the pea plant and the :aot.
Other houseLlold remedie: are mentioned by LnaLesbeare.
He sa-c_ests a mixture of "f1:.x and whites of es" to
relieve a bleeding face (Lear III, vii, 106-107), and he
pr000ses tat a part of tne body that has been recently
burned be placed near the fire to draw out the neat (2..V.
II, iv, 192-193; John III, i, 277-270; and homeo I, ii, 46_47).

'Loa Xgnes 1- :eynolds and faul Sawyer, nizolk edicine
and tne your Fa.iriss of,
Dre:1,"
Sha.:espeare
iv (;:atuLin, 11;63), op. .)13-52:).

this same prihee appliee to the no..zely practice,
thee used in tl.e present tile, of puttihg t2rtentine
and other stilzents. on recent burns.
laisabethan heuee;:ivee tool: pride in heeing their
cupboards filled 7;ith cordiels to be used for ill—health
and for ereerLenciee.

Izontes refers to the comfort of

cordial for an f.ection

V, iii, 77-78), and

Falstaff speaks cf the action and virtues of wine in the
human system:
There's never none of these demure boys come
to any :roof; for thin drink doth so over—
cool their .slood, and makine many fish—meals
that they fell into a kind of male green—
Eicknees; a2Id then, when they merry, they
get wenches: they are Lenerelly fools and
cowarde; which EIDEIG of
should be too, but
for inflammation.
. . hereof cones it that
Prince Harry is valiant; for the cold blood
he did naturalLy inherit of his father, he
hath, like lean, sterile and bare land,
manured, hustnded and tilled with ez_cellent
endeavor of drinkine good and good store of
fertile sherrie,that he is become very hot
and valiL-.nt. If'I had a thousand Eons, the
first humane trincinle I would teach them
should 'cc, zs forF=car thin potationc and
to addict theaselves to sack.
(2 H. .7.V, IV, iii, 96-136)
.3hakeseare intimates that many of the medicines in
c.arrent use were in the exnerimental stage and had not
been teEted and a7=eved (..11 1 e d. I, iii, 225-236).
lEz7r1et says th,t aedieine prolon,2s "sickly days:" (III,
iii, 96), an::
says he will

-

ex-crease: disEuct for "Physic" end
"to the doge":

Throw nhysic to the dogs; I'LL none of it.
Come, put mine aruour on; give n",e my staff.
Seyton, send out. Doctor, the thanes fly
from me.
Come, sir, dispatch.
(..F.ob. V, iii, 47-50)

tr.

,evertheless, Shakespere disPlayed confidence in medicine
to cure ills (:.eas. IV, vi, 6-7), to ease pain (Romeo I,
ii, 46-47), and to prolon4,- life

(am. v, v,

29).

Shakespeare, apparently, was well informed of the
efforts that had been made for centuries by men of ratience
and intelligence who had devoted their lives "to the Guest
for the ultimate substance that would transform base metals
into noble ones, heal all ills, extend human life, save
the world."2

The dramatist makes sever,A_ references to

this medicine of gold, generally known as tae elixir of
life, which he calls "medicine Potable" (2 H. IV, IV, v,
163) and "grand liquor" (Temp. V, 1, 2O0).
There are various types of medicines used in the
plays:

Pisanio offers Imogen an antiemetic, medicine to

prevent or arrest vomiting (Cym. III, iv, 192-19
4);
iglacbeth asks the doctor for an antidote to clear the :Lind
of sorrow (Macb. V, iii, 43-45); mention is made of unctio
n,
an ointment (Ham. III, iv, 145); salve
:

•
•4

is

rubbed on sores

as soothing remedies (3 H. VI, IV, vi, 88); poultices
and
2 "secret Searchers," iJD Ledical i:ewsmacazine, II
(Cctober, 1967), D. 222.

-

plasters are al.;plied to aching bones (Romeo II, v,
66)
and sores (Temp. II, i, 137-13S); parmaceti, a fatt
y substance found in the whale, is said to be the "sov
ereiLn'st
think, on earth for an inward bruise" (1 H. IV,
I, iii,
57-58); narcotics are given to induce slee
p (Lear IV, iv,
14-15 and .Liatony, I, v, 4-7) and to dull the
senses (W. Tale
I, i, 14-17); and pills that are bitt
er (T. G. V. II, iv,
149) and as "ineffective as snowballs"
are Prescribed
(aives III, v, 25-27).
L'Iany drugs "powerful o'er the blood" are
introduced
to perform various functions In the
body (0th. I, iii, 104).
Poisons with medicinal powers that are
as "swift as quicksilver" in the blood (Ham. I, v, 66)
and burn "like the
mines of sulphur" (0th. III, iii, 326)
are mentioned.
acme of these are aconitum, thought to
be so powerful it
could make its way thrOugh the stro
nt-pest vessel of the
body (2 H. IV, IV, iv, 41-4
8); hebenon, probably henbane,
used for a "leperous distillment"
with deadly effect (Ham.
I, v, 61-73); the opium poppy,
well known in liaizabethan
days for its deadly oualities (0th
. III, iii, 330-331);
and drugs of corrosive mineral
poison that "by inches*
wastes one (:ym. V, v, 49-52).
However, poison, if Ejven
in small amounts, is said to
be beneficial In buildins
.
an-zabodies in the human system:

In -poison there is physic; and these news,
been well, that would have made me sick.
Being sick, have in some mea,.ure made me well:
.:.nd as the wretch, whose fever-weakn'd joints,
Like stren,:thless hin.7es, buckle under life,
Impatient of his fit, breaks like a firs
Out of his keeper's arms, even so my limbs,
deaken'd with grief, being now enraged
with grief,
.iind thrice themselves. :Ience, therefore, thou
nice crutch!
(2 H. IV, I, i, 137-145)
Other drugs mentioned are rhubarb, senna (Lacb. V,
iii, 55), and colocuintida (0th. I, iii, 356); mummy, made
frorl dried corpse and in early days considered a potent
medicine (

cb. IV, i, 23); "distilled Carduus Benedictus,"

(holy thistle) recommended for a qualm of the heart (i.:uch
III, iv, 73-60); and "oil, the balsamum and aqua-vitae,"
drugs used extensively in Shakespeare's day (Errors IV,
i, 69).
The two most mysterious drugs are the poison poured
::ing Hamlet's ear while he sleeps and the distillate
t,iver_ to Juliet by Friar Laurence.

Hamlet's father is

poisoned by a distillate of the juice of "cursed hebenon,"
probably henbane (Ham. I, v, 61-70).

The drug given Juliet

was to produce sleep for fort:,--t::o hours and then permit
'ner to awaken as though from a pleasant sleep (Romeo IV,
93-106).

,', vivid description is given of the effects

of _1_ narcotic on Juliet:
,ihen presently through a11 thy veins shall run
,; cold and drowsy humour, for no pule

Shall keep his native progress, but sarcease:
No warmth, no breath, snail testify thou
lives t;
The roses in thy lips and cheeks shall fade
To. paly ashes, thy eyes' windows fall,
;.1,ce death, when he shuts up the day of life.
(Romeo IV, i, 95-101)
Shakespeare seems quite cautious about mentioning the
ingredients of his medicines, and he, apparently, viewed
with some skepticism the Prescriptions of the day.

Leontes

evaluates the "aphorr'd ingredient" of a medicine:
There may be in the cup
.zL spider steep'd, and one may drink, depart,
e.nd yet partake no venom, for his knowledge
Is not infected; but if one present
The abhorr'd ingredient to his eye, make kno7,21
How he hath drunk, he cracks his gorge, his
sides,
dith violent hefts. I have drunk, and seen
the spider.
(j. Tale II, i, 39-45)
This humorous but apt statement has been made about
the prescriptions of Elizabethan times:
Perusal of the' prescriptions of those days
fills one with a,profound respect for the constitutions of out ancestors. ilany of the medicines administered would kill modern weaklings,
even if in robust health. iiauseating ingredients
were commonly added, but Possibly lighorance of
the fact enabled them to survive.'
Shakespeare even hints thf:t medicines should be administered with prayers.

Lady kbbess says in The Comedy of Errors:

32aeLnour inc1air hhode, Shakezeare's
floerst
Fair(
4 Lore 7 Gardens, iierbs, GLtherin& of Eimer:, and
ee Lore (London: The i.:edical society, 19351, p. 189.
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Le patient; for I will not let nim stir
Till I have used the approved means I have,
11th wholesome syrups, druLs and holy prayers,
To make him a normal man at;ain.
(V, i, 102-105)
Po-r‘ his part, Shakespeare seems fonder of nerbs for
Ins pharmacoceia, because, except in the witches' brew in
The Tragedy of Macbeth, he refrains from referring to the
many nauseatinE- in.
:
:redientF

contemporary play-wriLhts

mention, such as "sneel:'s tall, Pounded caterpillars,
eli—
campe root, capon's jrease, bitch's marrow."4
In Elizabethan England, the physicians made extensive
use of herbs in the treatment of diseases, and
the mix—
tures of herbal concoctions had become quite an
art.

Two

scholars, who have investigated the history of herbs
, say:
In the older art of simples, each herb had
one property or virtue, but the art grew to belie
its name and became very complex indeed. Despi
te
the vaat number of products drawn from a myriad
of sources, 0
each was ascribed not one virtue,
but severa1.2
Friar Laurence comments on the intricate nature
of herbs
as he gathers them under proper conditions:
Now, ere the sun advances his burning eye,
The day to cheer and night's dank dew to dry,
I must up—fill this osier cage of ours
Yiith baleful weeds and precious—juiced flo;:ers.
:_any for many virtues excellent,
::one but for some and yet all different.
(Romeo II, iii, 5-14)

4,, fordian
.rat
IV (October,

1260), D.

136.

51teyno1ds and Eawyer, p. 514.
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twenty nerbs
In his plays Shakespeare mentions over
doctors and
and eight experts in dispensing, them: six
al botanist in
the apothecary end Friar Laurence, a medic
6
'-iueen in
The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. las°, the
mke perfume,
Cymbeline claims to have learhed now "to
.1 preserve" (I, v, 13).
distil, 64
confinumber of the characters express explicit
on refers to
delce in the medicinal value of herbs. Cerim
III, ii,
the "bleat infusions" of herb mixtures (Per.
as indis35-36): Dr. Caius alludes to his medicinal herbs
); the
r.esable in treatine, the sick (ives I, iv, 64-65
the hypPhysician in The Tniedy of King Lear speaks of
and
notic effects of "simples operative" (17, iv, 19);
Friar Laurence ascribes great powers to herbs:
0, mickle is the poerful grace that lies
In herbs, plants, stones, and their true
qualities:
For nouL-ht so vile that on the earth doth
live
But to the earth some special good doth give,
]or aught So Food but strain'd from that
fair use
:
Revolts from true birth, stumbling on abuse
Virtue itself turns vice, bein&:. misapplied;
(Romeo II, iii, 15-21)
e's
n examination of references reveals Shakespear
as healing
acquaintance with the properties of herbs used
and poisoning agents.

Balm, long recognized as a curative

her-e, is used fcr healing woun::: (3

Rhode„ p. 193.

• VI, IV, viii, 41)

e weariness (Cor. I, vi,
and for a "gentle bath" to reliev
ught
en as an infusion, was tho
tak
n
whe
,
ras
t-g
Kno
.
65)
64,. and this belief is mento Etunt the Erowth of children
ii, 327-329).
i_ciF.-arlmer-.4ht'c Dream (III,
tioned in
ace as cathartic dru6s
i-dpabarb and ,enna are cited for
(Romeo I, iii, 26-31) and
(1:_acb. V, iii, 55), and worLiwood
-351) for use in medicine
coloquintida (0th. I, iii, 350
ommended. The holy thistle,
In which a strong bitter is rec
practically sacred for its
"Carduus Benedictus," waz held
73-6C).
healing properties (Much III, iv,

The leaves of

ken shins by Costard In
plantain are recommended for bro
) and by Romeo in
Love's Labour's Lost (III, i, 76-118
ii, 52-54). Fiendish
The Tragedy of Homeo and Juliet (I,
people of the times to
qualities were attributed by the
n torn from the earth was
mandragora, or mandrake, which whe
t the harvester
- tter suc.1 frightful screams tha
"to a
hered it at night in an
would be driven mad, unless he gat
troy its power."7 The
elaborate ritual designed to des
The Traedy of Romeo
dramatist alludes to this fable In
narcotic effects of
and Juliet (IV, iii, 47) and to the
ony and Cleopatra (I, v,
mandragora in The Traedy of ,nt
V, V, ii, 45)
of hemlock
4-7). The poisonous effects
ient Influences
7 1ton Carleton, "Herbs: Their ,,nc
ch, 1964), P. 33.
on ..nkind," Today's Health 2- Z-LIT (ar
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and hebenon, also called yew, are mentioned.

The yew is

wood was used
referred to as "double-fatal," since the
1I, III, ii,
for deadly bows aLd the berry for poison (1-..
117).
of many mediAlthough Shakespeare suggests the .Ise
cines for reliefs and cares, he indicates

his

firm belief

by buildin preventive medicine, keeping people healthy
diseases.
YE up their resistance against

- N4

He places stress

of fresh
on physical fitness by pointing out the importance
teeth,
air, good appetite, regular battling, care of the
reguiar
proper diet, contentment, sufficient exercise,
temperpurgation, relaxation, adequate rest and sleep, and
Preate living in all things to promote good health !_nd to
iii,
pare for a "strong and lusty" old age (A. Y. L. II,
47-53).

ed
He sagests that sick bodies are often remedi

i,
"with good advice and 4.itt3e medicines" (I H. IV, III,
applying
41-43), that additlonal troubles may be caused by
remedial devices (John V, ii, 12-15), ahd that too much
more
sympathy and too close nursing of the sick may cause
harm than good (1. Tale II, iii, 15-37).
Shakespeare refers to the availLbility of hospitals
s
in treating the sick, althouLh the word hospital appear
only once In the plays, when Biron says he will "jest a
aital"(L. L. L. V I ii, 6i).
twelvontil in an hos,
3

411.

The

treatment of poorer people
institution reserved for the
called a "spitEl," is
and more loathsome diseases,
in ne Life of King i-lenry
referred to three times, twice
- ife
i, 86) and once in The L
the Fifth (II, i, 78 and V,
39). Also, mention is made
of Timon of Athens (IV, iii,
organized as]-am for the menof the use of "Bedlam," an
131), and Edgar, in The
tally deranged (2 H. VI, V, i,
inmates of this institaTragedy of King Lear, describes
tion:
roaring voics,
Bedlam beggars, who, with mortified bare
Strike in their numb'd and
arms
sprigs of
Pins, wooden pricks, nails,
rosemary;
(II, iii, 14-16)
been made to show
In this chapter an effort has
healing devices and
Sliespeare's extensive knowlede of
In his earlier
his interest in the actions of drugs.
the most Dart, simple
plays, the medicines used were, for
poultices, while in
applications of plasters, salves, and
oblivious" antidotes and
the later plays there were "sweet
the medicines used
soothing sedatives. The difference in
the plays, to the dramamay have been due to the themes of
or to his realization
tist's broader knowledge of medicine,
audiences in medical matof the increased interest of his
herbs may have been
ters. Some of his kno7;1edge of
-in-law, wno grew a
obtained from Dr. John HaU, his Eon

•It

.00.41!"0"`"2""me4ORROAtariciiriw'r-v....0.'

diversity of plants at
c;-.id to

Croft and Lew Place and was

se them widel:: in his prescriptions.

The

bethan practitioner emDloyd mL.ny druc,s in treating the
Lick, and Shakespeare's kno;:ledge of the remarkable Dowers
Of these redicinal substances ic amazin.

His descriptions

Of the method- used in diagnosing diseases, of common methods of treating minor and major ailments, and of the action
of Laedicine in the body are very informative in depicting
the trends of medical affairs in the Elizabethan Age.

-b.
:iarriet Joseph, Shakespeare's Son-in-La,;!: John ail,
and Physician 1Hamden, Connecticut: rcci ooc,
-04), p. 6.
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CHAPTER V

in
time was not practiced
Shakespeare's
in
SurLery
was it regarded with
nor
today,
iE
it
the same form that
feeling that it
was "a general
There
esteem.
the same
medical student ought not
the
which
with
was a subject
banned it."1
some schools formally
himself;
concern
to
operations in the
did not perform
surgeon
Elizabethan
The
assisting
work consisted of
His
word.
the
of
modern sense
abscesses,
dissections, lancing
in bleedings, making
tenting, setting bones,
treating wounds by probing and
bones.
and2occasionai.ly, removing impaired
treatment for many comBlood-letting was a 'common
and there are several
plaints in Shakespeareis day,
process. Bleeding was
references in the plays to the
indivitaial sufferin from
an
of
oain
the
ease
thought to
was called
full-blooded, condition, which
a plethoric, or
humours
to cure excessive
"rankness" (k. 1.1. 1, i, 91),
relieve a fever:
(Troi. 11, iii, 222), and to
(Cleveland:
Historv of '.:edieine
1Brian Inglis,
P. .
_ny, 19 5
The .;orld ?ublisniLuz ..ompi-
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why, then incision
A fever in your bloodsaucers: sweet misprision!
.oald let her out in
(L. L. L. IV, iii, 97-98)
disorders
y recommended for
all
eci
esp
was
g
tin
1et
od3lo
and
or imraoderate eatih
caused by surfeitin
ed,
• • • de are all diseas rs
hou
wanton
And with our surfeitirc and a burning fever,
o
int
Have brou6ht ourselves
And we must bleed for it.
(2 H. IV, IV, i, 54-57)
eal,"
Hereford's "boisterous app
Richard II, when hearing of
ler without letting blood"
proposes to "purge this cho
offers to let Achilles'
(R. II, I, i, 153), and Ajax
e
iii, 222). Certain days wer
"hul:loo:).s blood" (Troi. II,
the
and the ipeople adhered to
set aside for wetting blood,
advice of the doctors:
and be agreed;
Porget, forgive; conclude
month to bleed.
Our doctors say this is no
(R. II, I, i, 156-157)
allusions .to dissections,
The plays containI numerousthe study of human anatomy
probably due to the fatt that
.Llizabethan Lngland by the out
had become generalized in 2 Oliver says if he should
standing work of Vesalius.
make him "blash and weep"
"anatomize" Orlando, it would
morbid condition is sugested
(A. Y. L. I, i, 165-167); a
body is considered to "see
when a post-mortem of Re[:an's
2ShalzeEpeare's.EhL.land: An .ccount of the Life and
a.L. (2 voi; London:
c, ed. by 0. 2. Onions et
i, of His
.1.anner:
House, 1950), I, p. 425.
Oxford University Press, Amen
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what breeds about her heart" (Lear III, vi, 60-8
2); and
Sir Toby Belch, probably alluding to the old
patholoaical thory that the veins arose from the liv
er,3 says:
For .:aidrew if he were opened, and you find
so mucn blood in his liver as will clog the
foot of a flea, I'll eat the rest of the anat
omy.
(Twel. III, ii, 64-66)
Shakespeare
, shows more than a cursory knowledge of
:-•

surgery in his descriptions of the trea
tment of abscesses,
when he points out the necessity of
repairing them from
the bottom and draining the accumulated
pus to prevent
spreading of infection:
L:other, for the love of grace,
Lay not thLt flattering unction to your
soul,
That not your trespass, but my madness
speaks:
It will but skin and film the ulcerous
dhiles rank corruption, mining all withplace,
in,
Infects unseen.
(Ham. III, iv, 144-149)
This is the same method used today
to prevent the spread
of infection in the body, but there are
drainage tubes
and antiseptic gauze, unknown In Shak
espeare's day. It
is very interesting that the dramatis
t would place stress
on the proper treatment to Prevent
infection rather than
on the application of emrirical comp
ounds, so commonly
used at that time.
There are many occasions when surgery
is eLloicy d in
the treat=ent of wounds, some of
which are "grievous,
3Ibid

t
, 6.

ghastly, gaping" (2 H. IV, II, iv, 212) and other
s that
are "mortal murders" (::;acb. III, iv, 61). .ialu
sion is
made to the wisdon of treating a wound freshly made
before it becomes incurable or spreads infection:
Send succors, lords, and stop the rage betime,
Before the wound do grow incurable;
?or, being green, there is great hope of help.
(2 H. VI, III, 1, 265-267)
It was believed that the pain, or "grief,"
from wounds was
greatest when the blood had grown cold; conseqaent
ly, every
effort was made to dress wounds as soon as
possible.
Hots-cur, with impatience, refers to this idea
:
I then, all smarting witn my wounds
being cold,
To be so pester'd with a poinjay,
Out of my grief and my impatience,
..newer'd neglectingly, I know not what.
(1 H. IV, I, iii, 49-52)
idoreover, it was felt that if the wounds were
not properly
treated (Car. III, i, 236-237), they would
fester and some—
times cause death:
Ylarcius:

I have some wounds upon me, and
they smart
To hear themselves rememberld.
Cominius:
Should they not,
dell might they fester 'gainst
ingratitude
4:aid tent themselves with death.
(I, ix, 29-31)
This same idea is referred to by Le. r, who
says that
"untented woundings" (Lear I, iv, 32)

at are nt prop—

erly cleansed are apt to fester (I,
iv, 54).

The surgeon

in his treatment of wounds, made use of "small pledgets

of some soft material, usually lint, often medicated,
which were inserted into .JoundE
US6S

ga;.ze."4

C

the modern surgeon

Eatrocius refer: to this "tet":

Eatroclus:

:lho keeps the tent no.:?
Thercites: The surgeon's cox, or the
Patient's wound.
(Troi. V, i, 11-12)

The patient is warned that he must not expect immediate
results from surEery, but must realize thLit wounds heal
by degrees:
:That wound did ever heel but by deg-Tees?
(0th. II, iii, 377)
Surery is employed in the plays in the cases of
broken bones and impaired joints.

It waz deemed advisable

to set a broken bone as soon as possible after
the injury,
and then to protect the "lately, splinter'd, knit,
and
join'd together" Part, lett a more dangerous break occur:
Eut lately spiinter'd, knit, and join'd
together,
1.1ust gently be preserved, cherish'd, and
kept:
. . . lest, by a multitude,
The new-heal'd wound of malice should break
out;
.1h:Ich would be so much the more dantlerous,
By now much the estate is green and yet
ungovernid:
(R. III, II, ii, i1b-l27)

of

John i.L;_wricht, 2he ..edical and Lar:Acal
L1-1
the 4,11thor,

r, 4

4.,1".
5fOrtiOrPOTTIrrr,r1NeAk,

7--

44.''',̀
4111111,01110.P.

•

7a. 27.

The current belief tht

broken joint, when properly

bound with splints, would gre.:: back stronger is stated,
figuratively, by IsEo:
Thi-: broken joint between you and her husband entreat her to splinter; . . . this
crack of your love shall grow stronger
than it was before.
(Oth. II, iii, 323-33l)
Apparently, it was believed thL_t every effort should be
made to cure a diseased. limb before amputating it:
Sicinius:

He's a disease that must be
cut away.

enenius:

0, he's a limb tiaat hs but a
disease;
ilortal, to cut it off; to cure
it easy.
(Cor. III, i, 295-296)

Howevr, it is deemed wise to cat off

"fester'd joint"

for the protection of the rest of the body:
This fester'd joint cut off, the rest rest
sound;
This let alone will all the rest confound.
(R. II, V, iii, 65-156)
The despair of surgery for certain illnesses is
suggested by i.alcoln when he refers to people afflicted
;:ith
"the king's evil":
. . . stran4eiy-visited people,
All swoln and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye,
The mere despair of surgery.
(acb. IV, iii, 150-132)
Also, Hector mentions cases of wounds that cannot
be z,robed,
and so are
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of reasons, including "rankness" and surfeiting.
study of h.zman anatomy had become popular among

The
n6lich

medical students; it is probably for this reason that
dissections were mentioned--a job which would also be
the lot of the surgeon.

Shakespeare showed a more than

adecuate knowledge of the treatment of abscesses, which
is reflected in modern surgical practices.
4
r•
-•

He discussed

fully the cleansing and dressing of wounds and the set—
ting of bones.

The dramatist understood, as has been

illustrated, the value of trying to ccmbat infection by
avoiding amputation, but he also realized the necessity
of recognizing the benefit of the removal of
a festered
wound which threatens the rest of the body.

Even some

major operations are mentioned indirectly, although
such
processes are confined to discussion, not presentation
on stae.

Surgery and Lureons, then, are treated fully,

if not always respectfully, in Shakespeare's
plays.
playwright related the sentiments of the People and
revealed the facts, good and bad, the sign of an open
mind and an ingredient of a good dramatist.

4
4

The

VI
OF This,''

1=11-1:SIJLUJI

Physiological
::::akespeare makes extensive ace of the
1

the organs
processes, functions of the organisms and of
s on the
of 7, e body, to enforce his ideas of their effect
human body and behavior patterns.

His knowledge of these

y them
processes is oatstanding and his ability to portra
is amazing.
- any referehces are made to the liver, the heart,
vital
and the brain (0ym. V, v l 15), culled the three
organs of the body.

The dramatist evidently attached

mach importance to the liver, •:-/Lich, in nis day, was
believed to be the seat of the emotions (.1.;_ch IV, i,
4

17, iii, 74-76) and the source

233) and pascions (L. L.

of vegetative sArits (2 H. L. I, ii, 196-200).
that is "white and pale" is called

A liver

e "badge" of soward-

iii, 1:0-111) because of the belief that when

ice

below
extre,me fear is felt oy a coward, his blood sinks
his liver and leaves the organ bloodless (H. V. III, ii,

33-34).
heart, believed to be tile seat of courage (Uaesar
.M.e
II, ii, 42-43), is said to beco:rLe acclerated by emotional
01

StreS

(.:_ear II, iv, 122), mental af-aish (III, iv,
fear (1:.acb. I, iii, .:34-137), and "grief that

does not speak" (IV, iii, 209-210).

:alusion is made to

tile importance of the pulse beats, which reveal the rhythm
of the heart, as valuable aids in diagnosing physical and
mental disorders.

Kention is made of a pulse beat that

is normal (2 H. IV, II, iv, 25-26), a pulse beat that
"temlierately" keeps time (Ham. III, iv, 140)2 and a Pulse
that is accelerated (Troi. III, ii, 35).
The processes of the brain are revealed as influencing
factors on normal and abnormal behavior patterns.

York's

brain is "more busy than the labouring spider" in weaving "snares to trap" his enemies (2 H. VI, III, i, 339340); Hamlet tells his mother her senses must not only
be sickly but must be "apoplex'd" (Ham. III, iv, 73); and
llorthumberland says that the imagination of a fertile
brain sometimes drives an individual beyond bounds, almost
to insane actions (I H. IV, I, iii, 199-200).
Tne discussions of the circalation of blood point to
the dramatist's anticipation of Harvey's theory of blood
circulation,'

particularly in statements made by Brutus

that "ruddy drots" visit the heart (Caesar II, i, 289-290),

1Jo21,-_
and Sur&ical
Knowledge of illiam Shakspere (iiew York: by tne
19l), p. 61.

and by :..enenius thL.t the blood circulates
"to the court,
the heart, to the se:-..t o' the brain" (Cor
. I, i, 139-140).
owever, .:-Lcrvey's theory was not given
to the world until
1626, tJ;elve years after Shakespeare'
s death. 21,e dramatit also refers to the old noti
on that blood flowed in
the veins and that the arteries
held, besides blood, the
vital spirits,2 when Biron says:
Thy, universal plodding prisons up
The nimble spirits in the arteries
,
(L. L. L. IV, iii, 305-306)
The direct filling of veins by nour
ishment was another
error which the poet apparent
ly accepted.3 I.:enenius says:
The veins unfill'd, our blood is
cold, and then
:le pout upon the morning, are
unapt
To give or to forgive; but when
we have
stuff'd
These pipes and these conveyances of
our blood
.11th wine and feeding, we have
suppler souls.
(Cor. V, 1, 51-55)
References are made to ti,e "five best
senses": "th'
ear,

VG

129-133).

touch . . .)sell," and sit,
- ht (21m. I, ii,
It :lb pointcd out that darkness
"pays the hear-

ing double recompense" (Dream III,
ii, 177-180; that the
palate may be dulled by eatinL too
much of any one thing,
however good (Romeo II, vi, 11-13).;
that younL maidens
iLsnlespearels
1L.n ;ccount of the Life Lrut
1.1anners of Els 11r,:e, ed. by C. 2.
et al. (2 vol.( Loiadon:
Oxford University Press, i,men
House, 1950), 1,

p. 421,

3Ibid,
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have skins that are "flower-soft" to the touch (ntony,
II, ii, 215); that the sen:e of smell, be...ieved to be
' 4

preset at birth (Lear IV, vi, lc -l84), is stronger in
4
blind men than in others (II, iv, 68-71); and that a
young person has keener eyesight than an older one whose
sight is "dazzled" (Tit. III, ii, 84-b).
The bodily fanctions of eliminating wastes and
Poisons, urination, defecation, and sweating, are mentioned.

The act of expelling bodily waste through the

kidneys is called "watering" (1 H. IV, II, iv, 16-18), and
emphasis is placed on tne process of urinalysis in diagnoses of illnesses (Twel. III, iv, 113-115).

It is sid

that men in certain emotional states are unable "to contain their urine" (ierch. IV, i, 47-50) and that drinking
alcohol "especially" provokes urine (Ylacb. II, iii, 30-31).
The case is cited of a man who is "swine-drunk" and soils
his clothes while sleeping (..11's .1. IV, iii, 285-288).
The bowels of a monk "suddenly burst out," as a result of
a Poisonous drag (John V, vi, 23-30).

Sweating is re,ported

as being experienced by men who are seized with fear (Tit.
211-213), extreme agony (H. VIII, II, i, 33),
and wrath (Cor. I, iv, 28); and the odor of sweat makes
a Jrz,r, "reek" (Gym. I, ii, 1-4) and become offensive to
his associates (Cor. III, i, 66).

In Shake!Fpeare's day, diLestion was deemed a very
important factor in phycical and mental well-being.

Ji0

emotions play a large part in good digestion, it is
advised that "uncuiet mels" be avoided (rrors V, 1, 74).
LmotiJnal stress cause!: neart-burn in

etrice (Much II,

1, 3-4) and Falstaff (1 H. IV, III, iii, 57-59).
Shakeepeare was undoubtedly aware of the necessity
4

of sleep for proper body functioning.

It is only while

we sleep that brain repair goes on; when we are awake,
brain waste is stored up within the body and, if not elimi4 Through Kacbeth's
nated by sleep, will cause ill results.
words, Shakespeare streses the value of sleep:
Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care,
The death of each day's life, sore labour's
bath,
Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second core,
Chief nourisher in life's feast,
(Y.acb. II, ii, 36-39)
"Gentle sleep" is called "nature's soft nurse" that steeps
the "senses in forgetfulness" (II Hen.IV, III, i, 5-6)
and is said to serve as a restorative of the senses (Lear
IV, iv, 12-15).

sound, peaceful sleep

OCCUTS

when the

brain is free from "busy care" (Caesar II, i, 229-233)
and the stomach is well-filled with food (H. V, IV, 1,

285-267).
4Donald T. z.tkinson, iadc ::Ayth and Idedicine (ICew
12ublishing Company, 1920), p.. o9.

-
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Shakespeare, in his references to Liedical mLtters
pertaining to wo:Len, shows a comprehensive understanding
of the functions of the female body.

Tne age of fourteen

yea:s is set for the usual start of menstruation (d. Tale
II, i, 144-149), and three references are made to the condition.

4hen the fool says that Bessy's "boat hath a

le:," he probably means she is menstruating (Lear III,
vi, 28-30); Gonzalo, in stating that the ship is as "leaky
as an unstaunched wench," refers to the process (Temp. I,
i, 49-51); and Capulet tells Paris that Juliet has not
yet begun her menstrual periods:
ILy child is yet a stranger in the world;
She hath not seen the change of fourteen years;
Let two more summers wither in their pride,
Ere we may think her ripe to be a bride.
(Romeo I, ii, b-11)
:denopause is mentioned by the Duchess of York, who
reminds her husband that her "teemine date" has ended and
that they will have no :lore tons (R. II, V, ii, 90-91).
Lear, in his horrible curse, Liakes reference to
logical process of sterility:
near, nature, hear; dear goddess, near!
Suspend thy purpose, if thou didst intend
To make this creature fruitful!
Into her womb convey sterility!
Dry up in her the organs of increase;
:.nd from her dero,fate cody never spring
babe to honour her!
(lier I, iv, 297-303)

physio-
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2here are many

Cases

of pregnancy included in the

plays, and the dramatist accords high respect and sympathetic understanding to these women.

He mentions their

insatiable desires (2roi. III, iii, 237-238) and cites
one pregm.nt woman who has a longing for "stew'd prunes"
(Yleas. II, i, 91-92).

It is Interesting to note the vari-

ous ways that Pregnancy is signified: a woman has a child
4
0

that "brags in her belly" (L. L. L. V, ii, 661-663);
La Pucelle is "with child" (1 H. VI, V, iv, 65); women
"grow by men" (Romeo I, iii, 95); one is "great with
child" (:e- c. II, i, 91-92); reference is made to two
pecYcle becoming three (Troi. III, i, 112); a woman has
grown "round-wombed" (Lear I,

14-16); the .1 aeen is

"spread. . . into a goodly bulk" (d. Tale II, 1, 19-20);
and a woman has grown "big" and swollen with child (II,
59-62).
•

One of the most beautiful and poetical descrip-

tions of pregnancy is given in Ideasure for .easure:
Your brother and his lover have embraced:
those that feed grow full, as blossoming time
That from the seedness the bare fallow brings
To tee:Ano: foison, even so her plenteous womb
Expresseth his full tilth and husbandry.
(I, iv, 40-41)
2wo allusions are made to the death of the fetus:

••-•

uenElizabeth thin.:s that the fetus miht be made lifeless
by emotional strain on the motner (3 1-i.
.
VI, IV, iv, 17-24);

66

and hang Henry refer:: to the death of the fetus Lnd its
retention in the womb of Queen Zatharine (H. VIII, II, iv
186-193).

lention is made of a threatened miscarriage,

caused by physical violence (2 H. IV, V

i, -15).
.u.iislarnent that

Childbirth is called "the pleas

women bear" (Errors I, i, 46-51), and it is pictured with
labor pains, likened to the pangs
59-68).

nt

When a woman is ne.:

III, iv, 6) she is said to feel

ate

ii

,L. L. 1J. V,

child that "brags in her beli•
681-683).

(H. VIIi, V,

-1.

•

Deliveries are portrayed by natural birth (Tit.

IV, ii, 61), by premature birth

Tale II, ii, 25), and

by Caesarian section (Iacb. V, viii,

-16 and gia. V, iv,

43-47).
In the plays are "upwards of fifty images and personifications of death,"5

study of which reveals Shakespeare's

attitude to the Process.

He says that death comes in due

time to everyone and that there is no need to fear or contemplate the onet:
Of all the wonders that I yet have heard,
It seems to lie most straLge that men snould
fear,
Seeing that death, a necessary end,
,;i11 Come when it will come.
(Caesar II, ii, 34-37)
5Caroline F. E. Spureon, Li:,
.:espeare's, Ira
p. J.O.
(Cambridge: University PreF.s,
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.-.1thouh deatn, is certain, moE -,; men strive to prolong
life (III, i, 9o-100), partly because of the love of living, but mostly because of the fear of dying and facing
the life hereafter (iCeas. III, 1, 116-132).

The sense

of death "is most in apprehension" (III, i, 70); consequently, "cowards die many times before their deans"
(Caesar II, ii, 32).

Constance sees death as a "carrion

monster" and "an odoriferous stench":
Death, death; 0 amiable lovely death!
Thou odoriferous stench sound rottenness!
.1rise forth from tne couch of lasting night,
Thou hate and terror to prosperity,
And I will kiss thy detestable bones
And put my eyeba1J.s in thy vaulty brows
And ring these fingers with thy household
worms
And stop this gap of breath with fulsome
dust
And be a carrion monster, like thyself:
Come, grin on me, and I will thin,c thou
smilest
And buss thee as thy wife. i.iisery's love,
0, come to me!
(John 111, iv, 25-36)
These are others who find death a pleasant prospect:
Hamlet, after overcoming his obsession of physical horror
of death, realizes that it really is "felicity" (Ham. V,
ii, 357-359); Brutus is ready for death as a relese from
the struggles of life (Caesar V, v, 33-42); Timon thinks
of death as "man's . . . gain" (Tim.

i, 223-236); and

Cleopatra believes
The stroke of death is as a lover's pinch,
dhich hurts, and is desired.
. tonw, V, ii, 298-299)
(1JI

In any ce, te draLatist picture: death as the end of
te journey of life (Oth. V, ii, 267-2:58) when

he long

day's task is done" (nto.1._.'r IV, xiv, 36), a tiL:e when the
pllysician, death, provides a key to "unbar" the "locks"
7e,

to a new life (Cym. V, iv, 7—c) and aalvation (leac. III,
1, 42-44).
Shakespeare's broad understandinL of the general

7".

functionin

of the orrans and organisms of the human body

has been illustrated in this chapter.

His Plays include

.any comprehensive references to normal and abnormal
functioning of these processes- and their effects on the
bei:avior patterns cf individuals.

2ractitioners of medi—

cine seek to aid the distresses of the livir-T, but persons
who exercjecood health habits also Practice medicine
--creventive medicine.

ICormal physiological processes,

although not as glamorous and sensational as the ravages
of diseases, are vital for the life of the individual,
and the individual, likewise, is necessa2y for the life
of the play.

CH2R VII

.
- .-hakespeare treats references to
In his plays, ,
mental illness in a very skillful manner; and there are
r--ry cases of melancholy, nervous disorders, and madness
presented.

The dramatist demonstrates an amazing

knowledge of "sici:" offenses of the "mind" (Caesar II, 1,
267-266) and his descriptions of t..-lese conditions reflect
not only the ideas prevalent in his own aGe but many that
have been explored in more recent times.
In order to interpret references to melancholy in
the plays, it is necessary to understand the ideas held
by zeople• of ShakesPeafe's time.

The Elizabethans

regarded a person's character as being determined by the
presence in the body of four secretions, known as humours,
which are related to the four elements: fire, air, earth,
and water.

reputable rhysician of the are Gives

typical Lcco=t of this theory:
Th.e four humours are called the four
sensible elements of the body. Choler in
tenper t-Ls Lost hot and rain, resembles
fire. 3lood hot and moist, resembles the
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air. Phlegm cold and moist, resembles the
water. I.ielancholy, cold and dry, is fitly
compared unto earth.1
It was held that the four humours, or fluids, entered
into the composition of man and that the predominance
of any one or other of them determined the temperament
as choleric, sanguine, phlegmatic, or melancholy, and that
2
Shakespeare
an excess of any of ts.aem caused disease.
refers to a "sanguine coward," one suffering from an
excess of the sanguine humour (1 H. 1i, II, iv, 267); to
a "phlegmatic" humour (Jives I, iv, to); to choler, the
red bile humour dominant in angry tempers (1_H. VI, V,
iv, 120-122); and to the "black oppressing humour" melnicholy (L. L. L. I, i, 234-23)).
ZAL

In Tudor England, emotions were considered to be
influencing factors in causing melancholy, especially
those of grief, anger, love, and hate.

Grief, manifested

by crying, wringing the hands, and beating the breast
(R. III, II, ii, 3-4), degenerates the mind (2 H. VI, IV,
.. III, IV,
,
iv, 1-2), often makes one practically wild (1
iv, 229-234), and sometimes changes facial features and
1
the Eody of _an, 1615,
Description
H. Crooke,
p. 7, quoted in Bertram JosCp_a, t:onscienc,_ and the King:
Study cf Hamlet (London: Chatto and .indas, it;,53), p. 27.
2.,

..ccount of the Life and
a4espeare's inland:
unions et al k2 vol.;
of
1.
His ittrze, ea. by 0.
1.:anne_s
HOUEC, 1950), 1,r. 422.
z_men
London: ux.7.o2a Jniverpit, 21ecL,
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_el:..ncholy
is manifesteb. in various ways: 4ntipholus.
of 6yracuse is made "duLL with care and melancholy"
(2:r.l.orz I, ii, 20); King John describes the effects of
"that surly clArit, melancholy," which is a "pasion hateful" to his "purposes" (John III, iii, 42-53); Falstaff
is as melancholy "as a gib cat or a lugged bear" (1

IV,

I, ii, 02-b3); Pericles' "dull-eyed melancholy" tortures
Aim with Pasionate fears (Per. I, ii, 1-7); Yor:i's mind
is troubled with "deep nelancoly" (2 H. VI, V, i, 34);
and tne Zobece states that "moody and dull melancholy" is
often followed by physical disorders:
•

Sweet recreation barr'd what doth ensue,
But moody and dull msianchedy,
Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair,
;,nd at her heels a huge infectious troop
Of pale distemperatures and foes to life?
(Errors V, 1, 7L-62)
Shaespeere's audiences knew that it was difficult to tell
whether a melancholy condition was caused by love or hate,
as the manifestations were the sane.

For this reason, in

The TraRedv of l'itus ,ndronicus, Tamora asks .Laron why he
is "sad" and is told that his "cloudy melancholy" (II, iii,
33) is not a sign of love, as she had thought, but of hate:
Veneance is in my heart, death in my hand,
Blood and revenge are hammerin in my head.
(II, iii, 3o-39)
3

In the plays, melancholy rL..nes all the way from the
shallow ooservations of cynical Jaques to the deep
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suffering of Prince

aLllet.

Jacues does a good job, how—

ever, of anatorLizinc
: melk;ncholy and his own state of mind:
I have neither the sci-..olar's :Jelancholy, which
is emulation, nor the musician's, which is
fantastical, nor the courtier's, which is
proud, nor the soldier's, which is ambitious,
nor the lawyer's, w1.-Ach is politic, nor the
lady's, which is nice, nor the lover's, which
is all of there: but ft is a melancholy of
mine own, comrounded of many simples, extracted
from many objects, and indeed the sundry con—
templation of my travels, in which my often
rumination wraps me in 0 moat humorous sadness.
(A. Y. L. IV, i, 10-20)
ThrouLhout The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark,
the Prince displays a true case of melancholia, which has
been defined as "a form of mental disease marked by a
depressed and painful emotional state with abnormal inhi—
bition of mental and bodily activity,"3 sometimes noted
by symptoms of great emotional excitement, distressing
delusions, and hal1ucinations.4

ary In the play, Hamlet

reveals his sick soul with symptoms of "horror at the
fact of death and an equal detestation of life, a sen:Le
of uncleanliness and evil in the thins of nature; a dis—
gust at the Physical body of man; bitterness, cynicism,
hate."5

:;itn the true mark of melancholy, he says:

L:erican Pocket ILedical Dictionary, ed. by d. A.
hewman lioriand
6aunders Company,
1943), P. 561.
4
Ibid.
5G. ,1150fl Knic_ht,
keridiar Eoo.ice, 13;3), D. e3.

of 1-Fire (i.e..; York:
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I have of late—but wherefore I know not--lost
all my mirth, forgone all custom of exercises;
and indeed it oes SO hecvily with my disposition that this Eoodly frnze, tne earth, seems
to we a sterile promontory, this most excellent
cal_opy, the air, looi: you, this brave o'ernan6ing firmament, this inje::-tical roof fretted
with golden fire, why, it appears no other thing
to me than a foul and pestilent congregation
of vapours.
(Ham. II, ii, 306-314)
HPnlet suffers from grief because of his father's death,
from dis:ust at his mother's infidelity and incest in
marryinei his father's brother, and fro:, his frustrating
love for Cohelia.
Hamlet's nature of violent e=itability is reveled
on =any occasions.

lifter his encounter with the Ghost,

- -father,
in which he receives diroctions to kill his ste 2
he is despondent and bemoans that the world is "out of
joint":
The time is out of joint: 0 cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right!
(I, v, 169-190)
When Jamiet sees fear of himself in Ophelia's eyes, he
cannot even speak and only issues sighs so "piteous and
profound" that his whole body shakes (II, i, 57-100);
after slaying Polonius, he weeps (III, iv, 129-130); at
the play he is hih-strung and sits where he can see his
step-father (III, ii, 90); he takes devilish delight in
embarrassing Ophelia wit:: obscenities, in abusing his

1

4

mother, and in harraeein
and, after jumpin

"Rosencrantz and Guildenetern,

into OPhelie's grave ead etruggling

with Laertes, he is deeply depresed
In spite of

1, 263-316).

1, ii%mlct delays in carrying out the

mission of revenge of his father's murder.

He cannot

understand why he cannot bring himself to kill Claudius:
. . . it cannot be
But I am piFeon—liver'd and lack gall
To laakt oppression bitter.
(II, ii, 605-606)
Shakespeare does not say that the delay is due to ILeia
n—
cholla, but he does suggest that it is because
of Hamlet's
fear that the Ghost might be false, in which
case to slay
Claudius would insure eternal damnation for his soul
, and
Hamlet is greatly concerned for his _oui and
the life
hereafter.

He says:

But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover'd country from whose b.:urn
1c) traveller retdrns, puzzles tile will,
1-ridi makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of.
(III, i, 78-62)
In the develop:dent of Hamlet's c?.:L.racter and his
reactions to people and circumstances, it i

obvious that

bhakespeare had a comprehensive uaderstanding
of Hamlet's
malady.

i:Ioreover, he reveels a philosophy

the hand of

providence in the affairs of men, as exe=
lified In his
handling of Ea:alet'v schizophrenic conditio
n. 2heee words
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of tne PlLyer

philosophical
give tne esence of this

belief:
break.
But what we do determine oit we
memory,
to
.PurpoLe is but the slt:ve
validity:
Of violent birth, but poor
sticks on the
unriPe,
jhich now, like fruit
tree;
be.
But fall, unshaken, when they mellc'!;
(III, ii, 197-201)
comments on the
The renowned critic, Bertram Joseph,
providence:
dramtist's belief in the philosophy of divine
Shakespeare's own reaction to the story
upon
he was imagining involved reflections
apparthe
upon
Plans,
the ripening of men and
ent chances, the 'causal' incidents which
result in tne shaping of the imperfections
of
of human aims to te developed pattern
divine providence.°
the z;'Shakespeare expresses great admiration for
des of man:
how noble in
1'11a.t a piece of 'aork is a man
in form
reasons how infinite in faculty
in
admirable
and
xpress
and moving, how
apprehension
in
angel
action how like tn
how like a god!
(II, ii, 314-320)
many faculties,
In spite of, or perhaps becau!e of, man's
disorders are bound
the dramatist realized that mental
patterns.
to arise and cause abnorial behavior

He was

sadism, homonot familiar with the terms projection,
kne-a how
sexuality, and Oedipus-complex, but he certainly

6Eertrm Joseph, p. 142.
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to

effects on pathetic figures.

In his

descri:::5 of these disorders, he must have given L,,,;.ch
food for thought.
Pro;cction, defined by modern psychologists as a
"mental mechanism by which a repressed complex is dis—
guised by being regarded as belonging to someone else,"7
is presented by Shakespeare as "fancy" or "fantasy," the
use of imagination in bringing desires into reality:
Lovers and madmen have such seetning brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
itiore than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover and the Poet
Are of imagination all compact.
(Dream V, 1, 4-8)
Twelfth Nipht; or, What You Will makes much use of pro—
jection, which begins in the opening lines with the sug—
gestion tt muzic be used for the projection of desires
and h-racers:
If music be the food of love, play on;
Give me excess of it, that, surfeiting,
The appetite may sicken, and so die.
(I, 1, 1-3)
Leontes expresse.: his rising jealousy as a process of
paranoid projection:
...ffection thy intention stabs t_e centre:
Thou doEt make possible things not so held,
Communicatest with dreams;--now can this be-ditn wnat's unreal thou coactive art,
.±ellow'st notaing: taen 'tis very credent
Thou =ayst co—join with something; and thou dost,

1,eaLs.1. Dictionary, p. 775.

• IP

..nd that beyond commission, and I find it,
hnd that to the infection of my brains
z..nd hardening of my brows.
(I. Tale I, ii, 138-146)
4

Hamlet reveals the effect of sadism when he finds
conscience-stricken Claudius at prayer and takes delight
in the thouht of preserving the King's life for a more
damning death:
UD I sword; and know thou a m.-re horrid hent:
4hen he is drank asleep, or in his rage,
Or in the incestuous pleasure of his bed;
At gaming, swearing, or about some act
That has no relish of salvation in 't;
Then trip him, that his heels may kick at
heaven,
;Lnd that his soul may be as damn'd and black
hell, wnereto it goes.
(Ham. III, iii, 68-95)
Cases of homosexuality are suggested in two of the
plays, The Tragedy of Othello, the L;oor of Venice and
The Tragedy of Troilus and Cressida.

Iago unconsciously

seeks a woman in Othello,- his master, and strives to
make the iJoor doubt his own virility and to alienLte his
affections from Desde.A.ona.8 In the latter play, reference
is made to 1.chil1es' "masculine whore" (V, i, 18-21).
In the case of Coriolanus, there is a decided display
of an Oedipus-coml:aex.

he is presented as an "infant

hero" who strives to find his own identity separate from
a frustrating mother, who exerts an unnaturel hold on
b

L-,orma 1. Holland, FFychonalysis and Shakesseare
(lew York: iecC;rew-;lili Eco: Company, 19bó), p. 267.
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him.9 Coriolanus, in s.lite of much effort not to do Lc),
bends to his 'other's will, often to his own mortification:
0 my mother, mother! 0!
You nave won a happy victory to Rome;
But, for your son,--believe it, 0,
believe it,
1:.ost danti,erously you have with him prevail'd,
If not most mortal to him. But, let it come.
Aufidius, though I cannot make true wars,
I'll frame convenient oeace. Now, good
'Jere you in my stead, would you have heard
A mother less? Cr granted less, Aufidius?
(Cor. V, iii, 185-133)
Coriolanus is a man of principle, but he cannot act with
the direction of his conscience, only with the direction
of his mother's dictates.

he listens to her, ne

strules hopelessly against the impulses of a loviaL

on;

and as he holds Volumnia's hand and surrenders to _ler all
that ae has been defendia, he makes the reader realize
"what a power a personal bond possesses" and "how little
one really knows of one's own motivations."10
The number of individual disordered personalities
that are presented in the Plays is astounding, as is
;Shakespeare's understendin:s of the "sliLht and frivolous"
causes that upset "brainsick men" (1 H. VI, IV, :L I ill-113).

10
Nor=
Under:tandinr

ec
:e and the Co: on
arne free ?ress, 1, ),

D.

Timon of

thens reproFentl,: a typical misanthrope who

loathes all men and expresses this feelinL. with vehemence and violence.

He had to be "brain-sick" to allow

four men, who refused to lend Aim money, turn him from a
charita-cle benefactor into a selfish hater of men.
hiE raL

In

he uses the symbol of gold to express his

hatred for men just as he had used gold to express his
love for them:
This yellow slave
dill knit and break religions, bless the
accursed,
hake the hoar leproEy adored, place thieves
.-nd give them title, knee and approbation
dith senators on the bench: this is it
That makes the wappen'd widaa wed again;
She, whom the spital-house and ulcerous sores
douid cast the gorge at, this embalms and
spices
To the April day again. Come, damned earth,
Thou common whore of mankind, that put'st odds
will make thee
.i...mong the rout of nations.
3y thy riht nature.
(Tim. IV, iii, 33-34
Timon claims to hate mankind with ease (IV,

5C6)

and he strives to infect others with his abnormal emotions.
.1

jhen he gives Flavius wealth, he stipulates that the
recipient is to "hate all, curse all, show charity to
ncne" (IV, iii, 534).

Edward Bowden points out the fact

that in the play Shakespeare employs a -twofold contrast:
first, he contrasts the misanthropy of Timon with that of
and, secondly, Timon's attitude towards others
who have wronged him is contrasted with the bearing and

conduct of iacibiadeE.

2hs critic says:

4.pemantue serves as an interpreter and
as erected his
apolo6ist of Timon.
natural churlishness into a philosophy and
a creed. He snarls at the heels of humanity
with a currish virulence, and yet is willing-,
in currish fashion, to 7-Jick up the scraps
that at%1.11.
Iago grows and zuts forth his
evil blossoms in an atmosphere of disbelief
in beauty and virtue, which is death to
Othello, so ipemantus finds it right and
natural to hate mankind, and he does it with
a. zest and vulizer cood-pleasure in hatred;
while Timon hates, and is slain bw hatred,
because it was his need to love.Deformed Hichard III has gone through so much agony
because of the denial of love from others: that he is
poEessed with the determination to exalt himself in some
way in the eyes of those who have made him suffer.

He

broods over his sad fate of loneliness and decides to
play the villain, feeling that iature, since sne gave him
teet.a at birth, must haves intended he "play the dog":
:he midwife wonder'd and the cmen cried
'0, JeLus bless us, he is born with teezn!'
4,nd so I 7.2.,; which plainly signified
Tnat I should snarl and bite and play the dog.
when, since the heavens have shaped my body so,
Let hell make crook'd my mind to answer it.
I have no brother, I a= like no brother;
,t-nd this word 'love,' which greybeards can
divine,
Be resident in men like one another
_-,nd not im ye: I ar-_ mysalf alone.
(3 H. VI, V, vi, 74-83)

r.

1
1.b.award Bo-;:den, Ehakstere:
Critical Study of His
(ew York: Harper and :brothers, 191o),
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In Richard, 3hakespeare has depicted a veritable demon
--a man with a "rudely stamp'd body" (.. III, I, i, 16)
and a brilliant mind--who snarls and bites like a Llad dog
(3

VI, III, ii, 182) in his cunning scheming to reach

the top as King of .,_ngland.
.:.acbeth and Lady ..iacbeth
.
are possessed with evil aid
rely upon each other to justify their bloody deeds.

2hey

manifest many symptoms of nervous disorders: phobias,
aptrehensions, hallucintiolls, insomnia, insensitivity,
sleep-walking, and general despondency.

Lady .lacbeth is

afflicted with mysophobia, a morbid fear of contamination
and filth:
Yet here's a spot. . . . Out, damned spots
Out, I says . . . dhat, will these hands
ne'er be clean? . . . Here's the smell of
blood still: all the perfumes of itrabia
will not sweeten this little hand.
V, i, 35-58)
ilacbeth has an obsessiVe horror of dark and thicknss, which,
apparently, he can invoke:
Come, seeling night,
Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day;
2:xid with thy bloody r..d invisible hand
Cancel and tear to pieces that great bond
dhich keeps me pale
Lit thickens; and
the crow
Lakes win to the rooky wood:
Good things of day begin to droop and drowse;
.:hiles night's black agents to 1;neir preys
do rouse.
(III, ii, 46-53)

t.Nec '

Throu6hout the play, 1.:acteth is "cabinsd, cribb'd,
confined" (III, iv, 23-24), and his bosom, like LL.dy
Lacbeth's, is "stuff'd" with "perilous stuff which weighs
upon the heart" (V, iii, 44-45).

His fear is so great

thE.t it sets his heart knocking at his ribs (I, iii, 134-137)
and reduces him to a state of hallucina's3ion.
daLer that

iF

He sees a

both there and not there (II, 1, 33-49);

he enacts a murder he is to perform (11, i, 52-64); and
he hears a voice that tells hi:l he hac murdered sleet; and
so will sleep no more:
,Lethougnt I heard L. voice cry, 'Sleep no

mores
1:a.cbeth does murder
sleep,

the innocent

. . i.:acbeth shall sleep no more.'

(II, ii, 34-43
This was the alost terrible thing that could happen to
Kacbeth, because sleel in the Elizabethan Age was considered a privilege of the innocent, and if he has mur12
dered sleep, he knows that all goodness is gone.

then

he sees the ghost of Bancuo (III, iv, 47-60), he is so
shocked that his fear reduces him almost to insanity.

As

he sl_yz, "The time has been, that, wAen the brains were
out, the man would die, and there an end" (III, iv, 76-t0),

12_
1..ark Iran Doren, &hakesPeare (1-ew York, Henry Holt
and Company, 1939), p.

and now all has chani,ed--even dead men do not stay in
their graves.

:One world is out of order for ...acbeth,
.
just

as it was for iamlet.

In the end, 1.:acbeth has suffered

r_acn that he has become inEenEible to disturbing influences.

He says:

I nave almost forgot the taste of fears:
Th4) time has been,my senses would have cool'd
To hear a night-shriek; and my fell of hair
dould at a dismal treatise rouse and stir
.2.2 life were in 't. I have supp'd full with
horrors;
Idreness, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts,
Cannot once start me.
(V, v, 9-15)
so "sick at he!,.rt" (V, iii

19) that he ions for

death to release him from his burdens:
live lived long enough: my way of life
Is fall'n into the sear, the yellow leaf.
(V, iii, 22-23)
Like her hucband, Lady Y.acbeth suffers from a disvar-ed mind.

She is afflicted with "siumbery agitation"

(V, i, 12) which causes her to walk in ner sleep.

Clad in

a niLhtgown, always carrying a light because of her abnormal fear of darkness (V, i, 25-26), sne roams around the
castle asleep, and yet awake.

.1 waiting-aentlewoman

describes the ..kleen's somnambulism:
Since his majesty went into the field, I have
seen her rise from her bed, throw her nihtgown uoon her, unlock her closet, take forth
paper, fold it, write upon 't, read it, afterwards seal it, and again return to bed; yet
all this while in a most fast sleep.
(1/: 12 3-9)

'zhe doctor cals the .,ueen's condition
"a Lrtt,

r,:rtdrbetion in nature" (V, 3., 10), a consti
tutionLi di torder,
and he tells Ilcbetn that his wife is
Not zo sick, . . .
she is troubled with thick-Coming £un
That keep her from her rest.
(V, iii, 36-38)
:clacbeth refers to a "mind diseased" (V,

40), he
means his as well as his wife's, and
he murzurn
w1;111ul
thinking when he requests the doctor to
cure tilt'
condition
that he knos full well is hopeless:
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow
,
Raze out the written troubles of the
brL
in
J:Lnd with some sweet oblivious ant
ido
te
Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that
periloun
stuff
7hich weighs upon the heart?
(V, iii, 41-45)
In The Traedy of Othello, the 1oor
of Venvn
_P
Shax
- :espeare presents two characters,
Othello Li,u
who behave abnormallyibecause of the
ir stron efl",ti orin
and base desires. Cthello seems to
have an arablv:,1,;nt
persOnalitj--one moment he i the tru
sting
the next he is the doubting one. .1t
houiT.h in tn,
part of the play he is represent
ed as a stroni-al
i,f,q,
caable man, he later Chows u weak
strain thut

(:ly

susceptible to the villain, Iago, who
, with oan,11,,
deceit, Poisons his mind with sus
picion. ;-,t
oor is in ccmtlete control of his
emotion,

, nd

••

tneza, as is poihted
g rip at all on

occasichs he ha:

critic:
out bj an e=inent
represented as enduring
:he= :tnello is
as —acbeta and Lear
loss :f osntr:1 he is,
idiotic; but when he has
never re, Zj,
an architectural
full control ne attains speech, a silver 1,
statelL:iess of quarried
in Shakesoeare.
rhetoric cf a kind unique
at
collapses in his anguish
zractically
Ot:f_ello's mind
Desdemcna's death:
. . . 0 cursed slave:
.;hip !he, ye aevile,
this heavenly sight!
Fron the ;ossession of roast me in sulphur!
:ilow me a-scut in windsgulfs of liquid fire!
in steep—down
Desdemona! dead!
C DeEclei:Ona!
0! Ch! Cht
(7, ii, 276 2 2)
his maliLaant
force of evil, allows
the
to
a-he
,ocr,
Jhle
obsession, which infects his
an
into
row
to
jealousy
and to
murder his innocent wife
mind and causes hi= to
his brain
-.L.Ithow;h of huge physicue,
take his own lifs.
_1..,:Lo's.
will as strong as
his
no1
rational
as
is not
care—
with evil tnat ne lays
iMbued
so
is
mina
Iago's
jealousy so strong that
a
"into
,
tnelio
,
1:ut
plans to
309-310), driving him "even
judge=ent cannot cure" (II, i,
Ctnello's
he speaks of
7
320). .2ice
_,
4
(
madness"
to
i, 56 and 101) and
madness as his ultinate desin
IJodovico
suspicions of madness.
he sets uo a cn cf
of iire, p. 103.
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Emilia (

ii, 147); hovel., in the end, he is the

ad the fcol.
The theme of madness in 2he Traedy of Othello, the
.:,00r
.
of Venice, is only a "silken thread" (.,:uch V, 1, 25)
in comparison to the sheer lunacy that is pictured in
2he .:ra. ed', of Kin- Lear.

It is interesting to follow the

deveiopment of Lear's madness from his first suspicions
that his mind is affected throuLn his desires to "ehun"
J

the way that "madness lies" (III, iv, 21-22), and finally
to his complete surrender to insanity that binds him tveon
a "wheel of fire" (IV, vii, 45-48).
Larly in the play Lear knows that his mind is troubled because he realizes he lacks judidaeht:

.4
4

0 Lear, Lear, Lear:
Bent at this gate, that let thy folly in,
;end thy dear judgement out:
(I, iv, 292-294)
ihen Lear is convinced that his daughters will not relent
and provide food and shelter for him, he, like Edgar,
offers himself to the elements and the beasts:
;,
- o, rather I abjure all roofs, and Cd00Ee
20 wage against the enmity o' the air;
2o be a comrade with the wolf end owl,-ICecessity's sharp pinch:
(II, iv, 211-214)

.1

"s C. iiison inight has pointed out, Lear, in his revolt
frcal men, tries to become a "thing of eleentail
lie," and thus reveals trae madness, whien is "t:_e Lrea ing

11111110111.101.001.1110
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Of that which differelitiates

an from beast."15 The crazed

Lear invokes "blasts and foes" (I, iv, 320), "nimble
lightnins" (II, iv, 167), and "fen-suck'd fogs" (II, iv,
169) to avence him.
In the scene of his reunion with Cordelia, whom he
had treated with injustice in the early part of the Play,
Lear is humble and admits that he has become a "foolish
fond old man" (IV, vii, 60), and bez:s her to "forget and
• • . forgive" (IV, vii, 85).

He has come full circle

from the ravines of lunacy to the healing balm of love
and pity.
Although Lear's madness is pathetic, it borders on
superficiality when compared with Ophelia's madness In
The Tragedy of Famiet, Prince of Denm, which is all
flowery "prettiness":
Thought and affliction, Passion, hell itself,
She turns to fairour and to prettiness.
(IV, vl 166-1.69)
Shakespeare clearly illustrates the causes of Opneiia's
madness and step-by-step Points to her ultimate death.
Her madness is caused by frustrations set up by t17!
around her whc have betrayed her.

men

Her brother advises

her to beware of Hamlet's affections; her father not only
warns her to distrust

15 night,

ar.11et's profession

of 2iri, p. 104.

of love for her

but foroids her to see nim or ecceet messe e

aid &ifts

from him; and Hamlet friehtene her, deniee his 1o7e for
her, orders her to e nunnery, and uses offeneive IaneueLe
to her.

:Joreover,

e suffers from guiit complexes be-

cause she feels that Ene is rezeonsible for Hemlet's supposed madness.

Cphelia is e se:ieitive, innocent young

girl and all of this is more then she can bear; she
collapses under tese strain.

Ophelia needs to be loved,

and since she cannot have Hamlet's love, she turns her
back on life and men.

Typical of those with muddled minds,

Ophelia uses bawdy language and sines little ditties
that
reveal her repressed desires:
To-morrow is Saint Valentine's day,
All in the morning betime,
And I a maid at your -lindow,
To be your valentine.
Then up he rose, and donn'd his clothes,
And dupp'd the chamber-door;
Let in the maid, thet out a maid
iCever depirted more

I

By Gis and by Saint Charity,
Alack, and fie for shames
Young men will do 't, if tasty come to 't;
Ey cock, they are to bleme.
euoth she, before you tumbled me,
You promised me to wed.
You would I ha' done, by yonder sun,
And thou hedst not come to cv bed.
vl 45-56)
Cehelie also exhibits many other symptoms of
madness: She
"hems, and beets her heart" (IV, v, 5); she talks
incoherently (IV, v, 6-7); :Lee is "distract" (IV, v,
2); she has
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depraved imaainetion; and she ends her life by drowning.
The death 1,ELT not have been deliberete, :,ut she does not
try to save herself when she falls from the tree.

The

priest says she is allowed her virgin rites, yet the rites
are "maimed" (V, i, 242) because "her death
(V,

250).

was

doubtful"

Her life is the pethetic story of a

illusioned young girl Jho suffers from betrayal by men and
mental and physical pangs of rejected love; her death
from

the

willow tree is the story of a maiden who is

released from a life that no longer has me_nin6:
Her clothes spread wide;
_end, mermaid-like, awhile they bore her up:
ii.hicn time she cl-..anted snatches of old tunes;
As one incapable of her on distress,
Or lihe a creature native and indued
Unto that element: but lone, it could not be
Till that her garments, heavy with their drink
Pull'd the poor wretch from her melodious lay
To muddy death.
(IV, vii, 176-164)
In the plays, Shikeepeere makes few allus
ions to the
tl_era-6eutics used in treatment of those with
mental disturbances, probably because little proaress had
been made
in the understanding of such conditions. For
centuries
there had been

a

belief that those who :;ere mentally deranged

were poseessed by evil spirits that nd to
be driv_-n cut
by drastic means. The remedial ege.et was
the whip, and
it a'.:pea.2s
that Sh:..kespeare ccuntenanced this treat
ment.
as indic.,tcd by RonLiind who speak
s of tae lunatic as

deservinL a "whip"

Y. L.

ii, 420-421).

2erhaps

Shakespeare was orly picturing the common belief of the
ti=es that whipping was a compassionate measure intended
rather as a chastieement of the demon who dwelt within
than as a punishment of the patient.

It was thout that

only throuLh such harsh measures could the evil spirit be
induced to vacate bodies of tae possessed.16

The insane

were also locked In dark rooms, as In the case of Lalvolio,
who is placed in "hideous darkness" (Twel. IV, ii,
32-34)
to :lake him believe he is mad (III, iv, 146-154).
Shakespeare realized that sleep is necessary for the
human body, and. he does not advocate a method used during
the tis:es of "torture insomnia," keeping subjects of
mental disorders continuously awake.17 On the contrary,
he
has the sensible doctor in The Tragedy of

in

Lear Lre-

scribe a sedative to induce sleep and rest for the
mad
Xing (IV, iv, 12-15).1
For nervous disorders Shakespeare suggests rest
to
baLm "broken sinews" (Lear III, vi, 105-108), exerci
se to
"still" a "beatint, mind" (Temp. IV, 1, 1
5-1G3), the removal of disturbing thoughts from the
iv, 100-105), and soothing
wits" (1-. 11, V, v, 62).
16Donald T. .i,tkinson,
(i.ew York: The dorld
1
7itid.

41101iiftook

music to

in

(H. VIII, II,

"holp madmen to their

The healing balm of love snd
:L-Tth and :.edicine
1956), D.
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ated
understanding for the mentally disturbed is illustr
concern
by the restorative effect of Cordelia's motherly
on her father (Lear IV, vii, 64-85).
In this chapter it has been shown that Sh ,:esoeare
- id a broad knowledge of various phases of mental and nerr
vous conditions and the workins of the mind In disease.
The state hospitals today are filled with patients who
have been confined for the same causes that he names for
the onset of madness--domes ticbrawls, wobraidi:Igs, melanoolia, Insomnia, digestive upsets, and lack of proper
recreation (Errors V, i, 68-66).

Shakespeare displays

comprehensive understanding' of the effects of emotional
strains and frustrations on the minds of individuals 17y
hI2 develoment of such charactes as the melancholy
Hamlet, the frustrated Coriolanus, the demoniac Richard,
the overly-ambitious iacbet_IL, the highly sensitive and
vulnerazae Othello, the je,lous and vilainous Iago, the
senile and derancTed Lear, and the confused and abused
0-ohelia.

He realized that mental diseases are Lignified

by such symptoms as inhibitions of mental and body activities, emotional excitement, delusions, hallucinations, and
despondency, and he very carafIlly characterizes mentally
disturbed individuals with these behavior patterns.

since

little was known in the sixteenth century of the causes

ther.py wz-s em4ojed.
of mental illneLs, little
treatment of whippinE and
dramatist mentions the common
and he also points out
confinin6 the Insane in darkness,
relaxation, recreation,
the reuedial aEents of muric,
mind. Shakespeare
rest, and cleeo for the diseased
descriptions of the behavior
revels true Eenius in his
are the came today, and,
patterns of the mentally ill, which
found, will be the
unless drastic Preventive measures are
same in the future.

In exteive research, very little specific information ths been found on Shakespeare's knowledge of
medical :,ind surgical matters.

The most helpful source

has been a concise and sc-.1olarly study of seventy-eight
pages, made by John ,

lainwrizht, K. 1).

Even thouch

tl7is research iE a book-length study, it was privately
printed in 1915 and is rerhps not widely known.

In

recent years, more criticism has been written on the
dramatist's treatment of mental illness, but still very
little on his knowledge of physical illness.

The purpose

of this study has been to examine the references to medical matters in Shakespeare's Plays and to show his extcnsive knoaledge of the practice of medicine in Elizabethan
Engllzid, his thorough understanding of the medical theories
of the ace, and his comprehension of theories far beyond
his time.
Elizabethan .L.nEland is reflected everywhere in
Shakespeare's 101rs.

He understood tie world he moved

in, and the mirrors he Eet up reflect true pict.uccs of
97
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the practices of Liedicine of his day.

The deplorable

living conditions of sixteenth century au:gland, with
crowded circumstances, bad housing facilities, improper
sahitatlon, and inedecaate nutrition, reduced the ithysi—
cal vitality of the People and promoted the spread of
disease.

l'ostmortems of Shakespeare's references to

phiisical and mental diseaes of the age and the common
methods employed in treating the sick produce fascinating
insihts into the medical knowledge of the day.
il of Shakespeare's plays contain passages referring

f2:i•
'

to medical mattelr, but some include more than others.
greater number are found in

A

he Traedy of King Lear,

The Travedy of Troilus and Cressida, and The Tragedy of
Othello, the Yoor of Venice, and fewer in The Temjrg of
the Shrew,
ana;

s You Like It, The 1.--erry dives of ,iindsor,

erchant of Venice.

In a recent study made by

the writer, it was found that there are many more allu—
sions to medical subjects in the tragedies, which include
almost half of all references to medical mattes, and that
the average number of significant references ter play is
70, there being an average of 106 in tne tragedies, 63 in
'
the histories, and 49 in the comedies.
"Dictionary of :edical References in Shakespe:.r's
(research project as a graduate student in z.nglish
Department, :estern entuchy Univel.aity, 1968, under the
L. .iood.)
direction of Dr.

;4

the ,..aster dramatist me:_t_ons the work of

•

e=irics, and cTiothecaries, his Liain interest
is centeroa on the physician, waom h

ortrays, according

to t_c hisidorical imaile of the Lenuine :'.lizabetnan physi—
cian, a rescted, well—trained professional gentleman,
dedicated to tne ethical practice of medicine.

SnahesPeare's

hii reard for physicians is revealed in sucn plays as
The Tra ed; of ...acbeth, Cymbeline, lericie:„ Prince of
and 2ne 2amous :istory of the :bile of Xing Henry
the 'zi,•Lth; his mistrust of the work of the surgeon is
implied in Twelfth

and The

t; or :hat You

.2e:hest; his condemnation of the many empirics wno flour—
ished in his times is indicated in The Comedy of

rrors,

The -..erry lives of .dndsor, and The TraLedy of Hamlet,
Pri_ce of Denmark, and his mixed regard for the apothecary
is ss.ested with tne presentation of two types in The
2raJ'edy of 110ME0 and Juliet, one who is poverty—stricken
and illega14.y sel_._s poison to ILOLE0 and one who dispenses
cimPlec for the good of humanity.
Shakespeare reveals an amazing knowlede of causes,
and effeozs of the many infectio-.:.s diseases
thc

land of his time was well—aceuaLited.

;

no .
-reoter than that of many
ni.aay,

but the medical ai.lusions in

—

.1
!
.14,1"
1 "•

100

nis pleys have become a valuable record of .A.izabethan
•ce;

medicine.

There are many accurate clinical descriptions

of physical diseases in his ulays and detailed recordings
of major diseases prevalent in hie age.

..en informative

catalog.ie of fifteen diseases is given in The Tragedy of
Troilus and Cressida by Thersites in his curse upon
:74

"preposterous discoveries" (V, 1, 21-28); Timon's address
to Phrynia and Timandra (Tim. IV, iii, 151-166) portrays
a summa-r.:: of the effects of syphilis, a disease which is
also mentioned in five other plays; plague, the most
dreaded scourge of the age, is referred to in several
plays, saca as Love's 1:abour's Lost, The Tempest,
Tragedy of Troilus and Cressida, and The Tragedy of
Coriolc_nus; and epilepsy occupies an important part in
2Ia,edy of Julius Caesar and Tae Tragedy of Othello,
the __oor of Venice.
So=e of the therapeutics commonly used for treatment
of illnesses of the aiizabethan Era are accurately and
vividly described by :-:hahes7eeare: blood-letting to relieve
an over-supply of blood, to a.:_leviete pain, and to care diseases, as mentioned in The second part of zdne- Henry the
Fourth and in

s You Like It; tub-treatment, witn the use

of fumes from po;:der cf cinnebar, to treat venereal diseases is described in The Life of Timon of i.thens; plasters

01

to

Eel;

al) counterirritation for the care of wounds is

referred to in The Life and Death of
The TraEed

in

John and in

of Romeo and Juliet; and three methods to

sol; -7,ne effusion of blood are mentioned: cautery in .2he
Life of Timon of r_thens, a mixture of flax and whites of
es in The TraJ_edj oi 'Zing Lear, and application
webs in i

f cob-

idsumL.er-;Aight's Dream.

In his pharmacopoeia and toxicology, Shakespeare
includes many herbal concoctions and drugs widely used
by Tudor physicians.

,iore than twenty herbs are intro-

duced, with directions for gatherin,; them to preserve
their potency, as In

iadsummer-Ni,h.t's Dream and The

2- 1- Ledy of homeo and Jaliet. Cymbeline's L,ueen is credited ij.th a knowledge of herbs (I, iv, 13) said to be
possessed by every Elizabethan housewife.

Great healing

pc':iers are ascribed to herbal concoctions by Cerimon
(Per. III, ii, 35-36), Dr.

CLiUS

(4ives I, iv, 64-66),

and Friar Laurence (Romeo II, iii, 15-21), and the
dramatist reveals, in many references, his familiarity
with the proT)erties and effects of curative herbs.

..lin-

eral and metallic drugs are introdced, and descriptions
are given of their beneficial and poisonous effects on
the body.
Sha:espeare expresses confidence in the medicine of
the times to care ills (1.

-;

. IV, vi, o-9), ease pin

I

(;.aub. 7, iii, 43), and Prolong life (C7m. V, v, 29).
1-.evertheless, he points out in All's Well That Ends jell
that many of the medicines used In his age were still in
the exerimental staLe and needed to be tested and
proved (I, iii, 232-233).
In his later plays, ShakeEpeare indicates a greater
interest in mental illness and a more thorough understanding of its effect on tne mind and body.

He stresses

the i=ortance of mind over body by showinL that a healthy
body can be made ill by hidden evils and corrupting influences on the mind.

A few of the moEt startling cases of

characters who permit outside influences to prey on their
inard so-..Us to their awn destructions are: Hamlet, who
brins on his own sufferinE and death by his own mistakes
and evil influences; Ophelia l who comas to a sad end because
of mistrust and betrayals by the men around her; Timon, who
wrecks his life because of suspicions of mean motives in
others; ..cacbeth and Lady Lacbeth, who bring on their own
fates becaue of excessive ambitions; Gthe 1

who succumbs

to the poisoning of his mind by vicious Ia6o; and Lear,
who exPeriences excruciating anguish bec'.:.se of misPlaced
trust.

Shakespeare exnresses the powers uf tfie forces of

evil in these words by the Zin.1 In 2he 2raedy of
of fremark:

1_-at, orderly to and where I bean,
Liar wills and fates do SO contr-ry run
That our devices still are over-till-own;
Lux thea„ts are our., their ends none of
our own:
(ill, ii, 22C-223)
_ne treatments that the dramatist reveals of whipping the
insane and placing them in dark rooms to drive out the
demons that were believed to possess tneir bodies, as in
the case of 1_17o1io in Twelfth

or, Xnat You dill,

Were actually ID-ccticed in z,lizabethen
3haeseare shows a corehensive understanding of
luedical theories of sixteenth century 1:n6land by
application of their principles in his plays.

The theory

of the four humours--pnelm, blood, choler, and melancholy--and their effects on human behavior is illustr_ted
In several of the plays.

In The Tra,,edy of Troilus and

Cressida, for example, the psychology of the humours is
used to exulain ::jax's valour, which is "cruched Into
folly" and "sauced with discretion" (1, ii, 21-23) and
in ..c3 You Lik._ It to explain the Luke's moods and vinims
(12 iii, 276).

In a healthy body, the four numourc were

thought to be correctly balanced, but if one humour became
predominant or deficient, the individual became mentally
1
1

and ohysically unbalanced.

:2he doctrine of excess and

balance is treated in The Fir7t Part of !in'. Henry the
Fourth VijlCfl ,oefcrcl_ce
7
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contributed
atmosphere of the L,.lizabethan Age and has
of sixteenth
much toward the scholars' understanding
centary medici:ae.

Unversed in the skill:: of the physi-

ices of his day
cian Shaespeare vieaed the medical pract
s far from
as would an ordinary layman, but with a Geniu
color and
ordinary he caotured them in his Plays, the
bethan
fascination, the mysteriee and methods of Eliza
medicine, for all eternity.
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